
6 Country experience: managing adjustment

The previous three chapters have
analyzed the way the world econ-
omy reacted to the difficulties of
the 1970s. They showed that global
adjustment was helped by a
variety of factors: a slight decline
in the real price of oil from 1974
until 1978; steeply rising imports
in the oil-exporting countries; and
larger capital flows from surplus
to deficit countries. But these were
not enough to prevent the final
form of adjustmentslower
growth, notably in the industrial
countries and therefore with

The oil-importing developing countries

Some problems of adjustment
were common to all oil-importing
countries, but the intensity of the
external shocks and individual
responses to them varied enor-
mously. Governments not only
had to aim at balance-of-payments
adjustment; they also had to
choose investment and produc-
hon priorities so as to minimize
the loss of growth involved in
restoring their external accounts.
Some were notably successful.
Others were not. But in every
case, their economic performance
was determined by the structure
of their economy; the policies they
followed; and the nature and
intensity of the shock.
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major implications for the rest of
the world as well.

Different countries adjusted in
different ways. In general terms
industrial countries increased
their exports to the capital-surplus
countries and slowed down their
growth. Middle-income countries
borrowed heavily in the capital
markets; some also replaced
imports and increased their export
penetration of industrial country
markets. Some low-income coun-
tries were helped by good crops,
and more aid and workers' remit-

Structure and policy

The relations between economic
structure, policy responses and
external shocks have been
analyzed for a group of 47 oil-
importing developing countries.
They have been divided into four
representative sub-groups that
differ in their basic economic
characteristics and policy options.
In relation to the analysis of pre-
vious chapters, these extend the
distinctions made by income level
and trade structure.

Middle-income oil importers are
divided into:

Semi-industrial countries, and
Primary producers.

tances. But African countries
especially were beset by domestic
problems and could neither
increase their exports nor borrow
much; they had to cut imports and
endure stagnation.

This chapter explores in detail
the diverse experience of country
groups and a number of countries.
It looks first at the oil-importing
developing countries; then at the
oil exporters, both capital-deficit
and capital-surplus; at China; and
finally at the nonmarket industrial
economies.

Low-income oil importers are
divided into:

Large, partially industrialized
countries ("populous South Asia")
and

Least developed countries
(primarily in sub-Saharan
Africa).Table 6.1 lists the countries
belonging to each group.

The structural characteristics of
an economy are, of course, the
result of historical circumstances
and past policies. They include
such elements as the degree of
reliance on a few commodities for
export earnings, the share of
manufacturing in GDP, the level of
human development and the role
of the state in economic life. A



Table 6.1 Developing-country groups

number of these characteristics
may limit the range of adjustment
policies available to any particular
country.

At the same time, domestic
economic policy has a crucial role
to play; countries with broadly
similar structural features have

fared quite differently in response
to comparable external shocks.
This chapter examines a number
of country case studies to help
isolate the role of policy in
influencing adjustment within
the broad structural constraints
characterizing the group.

Note: Includes countries with populations of at least 1 million. Italics denotes inclusion of a country among the case studies in the text.
Country included in calculation of analytical group total in Table 6.2.

**Country included in group discussion of capital-deficit oil exporters.
Also a least developed country.
Based on UN classification.

External shocks and modes of
adjustment

Table 6.2 (overleaf) shows the
extent to which the balance of pay-
ments of different country groups
were affected by the external
environment between 1974 and
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Country group Middle-income Low-income

Semi- Argentina* Portugal*
industrial Brazil* Romania

Colombia* Singapore*
Egypt* South Africa
Greece South Korea*
Hong Kong Spain
Israel* Turkey*
Mexico* Uruguay*
Philippines* Yugoslavia*

Primary Albania Lebanon Burma*
producing Bolivia* Liberia* China

Cameroon* Malaysia* Kampuchea, Dem.
Chile* Mongolia Madagascar*
Costa Rica* Morocco* Mauritania*
Cuba Nicaragua Mozambique
Dominican Rep. Panama Sierra Leone*
El Salvador Papua New Sri Lanka*
Ghana* Guinea* Togo
Guatemala Paraguay Viet Nam, Soc. Rep. of
Honduras* Peru* Zaire*
Ivory Coast* Senegal
Jamaica* Thailand*

Jordan Tunisia*
Kenya* Zambia*
Korea, Dem. Zimbabwe

Republic

Populous
South Asia

Bangladesh*a
India*
Pakistan*

Lowest income sub-Saha ran Africa Other

Least Benin Malawi* Afghanistan
developed" Burundi Mali* Bhutan

Central African Niger Haiti
Republic* Rwanda Lao, P.D.R.

Chad Somalia* Nepal
Ethiopia* Sudan* Yemen, Arab Rep.
Guinea Tanzania Yemen, P.D.R.
Lesotho Uganda*

tipper Volta

Oil exporters. Algeria** Nigeria** Indonesia**
Angola Syrian
Congo, P.R. Arab Rep.
Ecuador** Trinidad and
Iran Tobago**

Venezuela**



1978. These calculations are
explained in detail in the Technical
Appendix, but the key factors are
(1) international price effects-the
extent to which adverse move-
ments from a 1971-73 base in
import and export prices relative
to world prices affected countries'
import expenditures and export
earnings; and (2) export volume
effects-the shortfall in export
demand arising from worldwide
recession. Both are expressed as a
percentage of GNP; together they

Table 6.2 Balance-of-payments effects of external shocks and modes
of adjustment in groups of oil-importing developing countries,
1974-78 averages

provide a measure of the impact of
external shocks on the balance of
payments.

Table 6.2 illustrates four points
about external shocks.

International price effects
were adverse for every country
group. This occurred because
unfavorable import-price effects
(the extent to which the rise in a
group's import prices exceeded
the general rise in world prices)
more than offset favorable export-
price effects (the extent to which a
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group's export prices rose more
than world prices).

Export volume shortfalls aris-
ing from the 1974-75 OECD reces-
sion were roughly as important as
international price effects for the
semi-industrial countries. They
were somewhat more impor-
tant for the primary producing
countries.

But they were significantly un-
equal for the low-income coun-
tries.

Export volume effects were

Figures for this group are 1974-77 averages.
Nominal external financing deflatedby an international price index.
Comprises changes in capital flows, reserves, services and transfers.

roughly 55 percent of interna-
tional price effects for populous
South Asia. This was because
India's and Pakistan's manufactur-
ing exports, which form a large
part of their merchandise exports,
were directed mainly to other
developing countries rather than
to the industrial countries which
were in the grip of recession.

Export volume effects were
10 times as important as inter-
national price effects for least
developed countries. These coun-

tries export mainly primary prod-
ucts whose markets grew slowly
as a result of the OECD recession.

Countries had three basic ways
of responding to these external
shocks:

structural adjustment, which
involves switching resources to the
production of exports and import
substitutes (including substitutes
for imported energy). When
accompanied by a rise in domestic
saving, such a reallocation reduces
the trade deficit and is therefore a
permanent form of adjustment.

This process may be helped by:
external financing, which can

add to imports and investment
and give countries time to invest
borrowed capital in ways that will
eventually promote structural
adjustment. But sooner or later
trade deficits have to be reduced to
levels that are financeable in the
long term. Some countries were
left with no choice but:

slower growth, which nar-
rows current account deficits by
restricting imports.

For many reasons, country
adjustment with high domestic
saving and investment and only a
temporary interruption in growth
is preferable to adjustment
effected mainly through an
extended period of slower growth.
First, programs to expand the pro-
duction of energy and tradeable
goods require substantial new
investment; the enormous capital
costs of energy development pro-
grams alone have been noted in
Chapter 4. Second, a high-invest-
ment economy is able to "turn
over" its old capital stock quickly
so as to reflect new scarcities,
especially more expensive energy.
Third, an economy with rising
domestic saving is able to support
necessary new investment,
restrain domestic demand for
exportables and import substi-
tutes and narrow the trade deficit.
Fourth, the sacrifices involved in

(percentage of GNP)

Primary Populous Least
Item Semi-industrial producing1 South Asia developed

External shocks

International price effects
of which,

Export price effects

0.90

-0.83

1.65

-3.21

1.26

-0.19

0.14

-2.07
Import price effects 1.73 4.86 1.45 2.21

Export volume effect 0.91 1.99 0.69 1.39

Total 1.81 3.64 1.95 1.53

Modes of adjustment
Structural adjustment

of which,
Export market penetration

0.78

0.09

0.61

0.30

-0.31

-0.51

-2.03

-3.49
Import substitution 0.69 0.31 0.20 1.46

Additional real external
financing2 3 0.45 2.54 2.35 3.03

Slower growth 0.58 0.49 -0.09 0.53
Total 1.81 3.64 1.95 1.53



saving and investment are easier
to make in a growing economy,
where consumption need not
actually decline to permit an
increase in domestic saving.
Finally, there is evidence-for a
more careful statement, see the
1980 World Development Report-
that economic growth generally
contributes to the alleviation of
poverty. The burden of adjust-
ment can be more equitably
distributed in a growing economy,
a theme partially explored in the
next chapter of this Report.

The desirability of adjusting to
external shocks through growth
must be tempered by a recogni-
tion that developing countries
were faced with the need to con-
tain strong inflationary pressures
in the 1970s. A study of some 25
developing countries (excluding
Argentina and Chile which were
afflicted by hyperinflation) reveals
that in most cases the mid-1970s
were characterized by inflation
that equalled or exceeded histor-
ical peaks (Table 6.3). While
domestic policy was important in
this process, a significant con-
tribution to the synchronization of
world inflation was made by rising
import prices. To this must be
added the fact that dearer petro-
leum and manufactured inter-
mediate imports, by raising the
cost of production, exerted a con-
tractionary influence on the sup-
ply of goods and services. The
combination of rising prices and
sluggishly growing output re-
sulted in a stagflationary environ-
ment. The pursuit of adjustment
with growth in such circum-
stances was a particularly difficult
task.

Middle-income oil importers

Semi-industrial countries

Semi-industrial countries form the
richest group among the oil-
importing developing countries,

Table 6.3 Percentage rate of change in the consumer price index,
selected developing countries, peak of 1956-70 and mid-1970s

a. Average of price rises over the years shown.
Source: Bhalla.

with GNP per person ranging
from under $500 a year for Egypt
to over $4,000 for Israel and Spain.
The high share of manufacturing
in production and exports made
for considerable flexibility and
creditworthiness and allowed
them to borrow from private capi-
tal markets in the 1970s.

As a group, they relied on exter-
nal financing at the beginning of
the 1974-78 period. The share of
commercial lenders in their public
and publicly guaranteed debt rose
by 27 percent between 1972 and
1978. Disbursed debt to GNP ratio
rose from 10 percent to 16 percent
during the same period while the
debt-service ratio rose from 9 per-
cent to 15 percent. However, the
group as a whole increasingly
turned to enlarging their penetra-
tion of export markets (mainly in
manufacturing) and substituting
strongly for imports, so that struc-
tural adjustment ultimately
accounted for over 40 percent of
their overall adjustment to exter-
nal shocks. Additional external
financing was responsible for 25
percent of adjustment during
1974-78. Almost one-third of the
balance-of-payments accom-
modation to the changing
environment occurred through
slower growth.

The average pattern of adjust-
ment conceals substantial
differences between countries.
Their responses can be analyzed
in terms of the development
strategy they pursued before 1974
and the reforms they introduced
in the wake of external shocks.

An outward-oriented ap-
proach. South Korea provides an
example of a country which has
achieved spectacular results
through export-led growth and
which did not alter its strategy
during the period 1974-78. Its
experience in foreign markets,
together with a devaluation in
1974, led to further gains in export
market shares and significant
import substitution. Domestic
saving and investment shares
went up considerably, the effi-
ciency of investment rose and
adjustment was effected with
growth (see box on South Korea,
overleaf).

Among countries which had
earlier followed an inward-look-
ing development path, Uruguay
and, to a lesser extent, the Philip-
pines responded to the external
shocks of the 1970s by liberalizing
their trade regimes and undertak-
mg structural reforms. Substantial
external financing was available to
buy imports needed for export
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Peak Annual averaged Annual average
Country 1956-70 1973-74 19 75-76

Bolivia 11.2 47.8 6.3
Brazil 87.0 20.2 35.3
Egypt 14.9 7.6 10.0
El Salvador 5.7 11.6 15.1
Ghana 25.4 17.2 46.9

India 13.8 22.4 -1.0
South Korea 27.9 13.4 28.4
Morocco 6.1 10.9 8.2
Nigeria 13.9 9.2 27.6
Pakistan 11.3 24.9 14.0
Philippines 14.4 22.7 7.1
Sri Lanka 7.4 10.9 4.0
Sudan 12.6 22.0 12.8
Thailand 6.2 17.5 4.1
Venezuela 5.0 6.2 8.9



South Korea
In the mid-1950s South Korea's "modern"
sector was small. Manufacturing con-
stituted 6 percent of GDP, most industrial
and much infrastructural capacity having
been located in North Korea. Manufac-
tured exports were almost unheard of.
Until 1962 economic policy emphasized
import-substituting industrialization.
This was followed, comparatively early in
the industrialization process, by a switch
to promoting exports. For the next 10
years GDP rose at over 9 percent a year.
Investment's share in GDP almost
doubled and was substantially financed
out of domestic savings. Capital was used
highly efficiently: the incremental capital-
output ratiothe extra investment
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needed to produce an extra unit of out-
putaveraged 2.5 in 1964-73, one of the
lowest in the developing world. Rapid
productivity growth, facilitated by a

skilled and literate workforce, reconciled
substantial wage increases with moderate
inflation. In 1973 GDP grew by a remark-
able 15 percent and inflation was only
3 percent.

Rapid industrialization had, however,
left South Korea heavily dependent on
imported oil. When oil prices rose in
1973-74, the deterioration in the terms of
trade resulted in a resource loss
equivalent to 4.5 percent of GNP and a
fivefold jump in the current account
deficit to 11 percent of GNP. The govern-
ment initially accommodated this by
increasing foreign borrowing (which
totaled 11.3 percent of GNP in 1974 and 9.5
percent in 1975). But it then opted to cut
back the deficit through tradeboth
export expansion and import substitu-
tionrather than by slowing down
growth.

Between 1974 and 1978 (see figure),
South Korea's export volume recorded a
spectacular increase in a wide range
of manufactured goods. This was
accomplished by a number of measures.
The currency was devalued by 22 percent
in 1974. Exporting firms continued to
enjoy automatic access to imported raw
materials at world prices and subsidized
credit for working capital at a time when
credit for import substitution and
nontraded goods was restricted. South
Korean firms were also successful in win-
ning contracts in the booming Middle
East construction market: by 1978 the
value of construction contracts stood at
$15 billion, and workers' remittances
helped to swell foreign exchange receipts.

However, short-term measures were
less significant than established policies
aimed at promoting exports. Two institu-
tions set up in the 1960sthe export
target system and the Export Promotion
Conference (at which the President of
South Korea personally presided)were
used to intensify the pressure to export.
They helped to coordinate government
and private sector efforts in response to
short-term problems and opportunities.
The marketing and intelligence facilities
of the government export marketing
organization (KOTRA) and of the export
trade associations of individual industries
were also influential.

In dollar terms, exports almost doubled
between 1974 and 1976, and by 1977 had
nearly closed the gap with imports. The

trade balance improved very significantly
between 1974 and 1977 (see figure). This
was due roughly equally to import
substitution, mainly in machinery and
consumer durables, and to increases in
world market shares of South Korean
exports.

During the five-year period 1974-79,
GNP accelerated, growing by an average
10.1 percent a year. Consumption
declined as a share of GDP from 82 per-
cent in 1971-73 to 78 percent in 1974-76.
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Savings and investment rates corre-
spondingly rose (see figure). Inflation,
fueled by the oil price increase, acceler-
ated to 24 percent in 1974, falling to 15
percent by 1976. Real wages, which had
fallen by 6 percent during 1974, were held
in check relative to foreign wages for two
years after a 22 percent devaluation of the
won in December1974. This helped main-
tain the country's competitiveness,
though the real exchange rate (the nomi-
nal rate adjusted for South Korean rela-
tive to US prices) then started to appreci-
ate. Between 1972 and 1978 domestic costs
rose by 20 percent relative to those
abroad.

The second oil price rise of 1979-80 oc-
curred just as policies were shifting to a
contractionary stance in response to an
overheated economy. It implied a
resource transfer equivalent to 6.6 per-
cent of GDP and resulted, over 1979 and
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1980, in current account deficits
equivalent to about 7 percent of GDP. In
October 1979 the assassination of the
President heightened political tensions
and led to unrest and a change of govern-
ment. It proved difficult to check the
momentum built up in expansion over
the last few years. High investment
demand tightened labor markets and
caused an acceleration in wages, under-
mining the competitiveness of South
Korean exports, which actually declined
in real terms over 1979. Contraction was
accentuated by the increase in production
costs due to the rapid passing through of
rising petroleum prices to the domestic
economy. Domestic currency prices of
imports were further increased by a 20
percent devaluation in January 1980.
These factors, plus a disastrous harvest,
combined to raise the rate of inflation
from 18 percent in 1979 to 28 percent in

Percentage of GOP, constant prices
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1980 and effected a 5.7 percent decline in
real GNP over 1980.

In 1980 the government initiated a
series of measures aimed at improving the
external resource balance through struc-
tural adjustments. These include facilitat-
ing the extension of credit for exports,
maintaining incentives through exchange
rate policy and initiating efforts to moder-
ate increases in wages.

industries and cushion the period
between rising import prices and
growing export volumes. They too
boosted saving and investment
and growth gradually picked up.

An inward-looking approach.
Turkey and pre-1976 Argentina
continued with their inward-look-
ing policies in response to external
shocks, These amounted to 1 per-
cent of GNP in Argentina and the
country was preoccupied with
internal problems and runaway
rates of inflation. Adjustment
occurred mainly through import
substitution throughout the
period and through gains in
export market shares in primary
products in 1977 and 1978. The
application of restrictive demand-
management policies after 1976
led to a marked decline in eco-
nomic growth. External financing
was over one-and-a-quarter times
as large as external shocks in
Turkey and was used to boost the
growth rate between 1974 and
1978. Export market shares fell
and import dependence increased,
heightening the country's vulner-
ability to the external shocks of
1979. A comprehensive and far-
reaching reorientation of economic
policies was initiated in 1980 and
1981, aimed at restoring economic
growth and controlling inflation
through greater emphasis on
exports and increased reliance on
market forces. A flexible exchange
rate policy was adopted; interest
rates and prices charged by State
Economic Enterprises were de-
regulated and a major tax reform
was enacted.

Countries such as Brazil, Israel
and Yugoslavia, which had earlier
lessened their bias against exports
after many years of inward-look-
ing industrialization, allowed
incentives to export to weaken
again. Brazil borrowed heavily in
1974 and 1975 and did not abandon

its commitment to growth. But
its domestic policies did not
encourage saving or efficiency in
the use of investible funds, and
the growing burden of nominal
debt, together with poor harvests,
eventually led to a cut in growth
(see box on Brazil, overleaf). Both
Israel and Yugoslavia economized
on imports. Domestic savings per-
formance did not improve sub-
stantially and structural adjust-
ment was limited. They relied on
slower growth to reduce balance
of payments deficits, although
both recovered slightly toward the
end of the period.

Table 6.2 indicates that, of all
the country groups, the semi-
industrial countries relied the
most on structural adjustment.
This was possible because of a flex-
ible production-cum-trade struc-
ture, as represented by a high
share of manufacturing in GDP
and exports and substantial physi-
cal and human resources. Struc-
tural adjustment principally con-
sisted of import substitution; ex-
port market penetrationthough
positivewas the least important
mode of adjustment for the group
as a whole. Notwithstanding their
relatively easy access to private
capital markets, semi-industrial
countries did not rely very much
on additional external financing
compared to other oil-importing
developing-country groups dur-
ing the 1974-78 period as a whole.
The importance of slower growth
in overall adjustment was 32 per-
cent and was exceeded only in the
least developed countries where
the corresponding ratio was 35
percent. This result is attributable
to a marked slowdown in growth
during 1974-79 in Israel, Portu-
gal, Singapore and, to a lesser ex-
tent, Yugoslavia relative to that
achieved between 1963 and 1973.

The adjustment experience of
countries within the group sug-
gests that those which were
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Brazil
During an unprecedented spurt in
1967-73, Brazil's industrial growth
averaged 13 percent a year and GNP per
person rose at over 7 percent a year.
Although the benefits of growth were
unequally distributed, in the process of
"trickle down" gains in absolute income
levels appear to have been widespread.
Investment was largely financed
domestically. The share of manufactured
exports in manufactured output rose,
aided by outward-oriented policies.

The annual current account deficit
averaged only 2 percent of GDP in
1967-73, but then jumped to 7 percent in
1974 and 5.6 percent in 1975. The higher
oil prices of 1973-74 hit Brazil at the peak
of its boom. High capacity utilization,
combined with stockbuilding in the face
of rising inflation, boosted the volume of
imports by about 30 percent in 1974 (see
figure). The economy was heavily depen-
dent on imported oil (which still satisfies
over 80 percent of petroleum require-
ments, despite major oil exploration
efforts).
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In addition, the terms of trade deterio-
rated by 20 percent over 1974-75. About
half of the increase in the total import bill
over its 1972-73 level was due to increases
in prices (and about half of that due to
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higher prices for manufactured imports);
the rest was caused by higher volumes.
Slower growth in export markets was less
important than terms-of-trade effects in
1974-75, but the terms of trade then
recovered ground as coffee prices rose.

Brazil did not readily abandon the
growth ethic in response to the hardened
external environment. An ebullient sense
of "manifest destiny" had been created,
and the new government, which came to
power in 1974, was committed to continu-
ing, if not bettering, the successes of its
predecessor. Growth was also seen as
necessary to ease the process of political
liberalization. This led to the adoption of
expansionary domestic policies and sub-
stantial external borrowing, to a deferral
of adjustment and eventually to slower
growth.

Domestic demand was maintained
through public sector deficits and sub-
sidies effected through the credit system.
Interest rates charged on credit programs
administered through the Central Bank
and Bank of Brazil remained almost con-
stant while inflation accelerated from 13
percent in 1973 to 44 percent in 1977. They
rose later, but not enough to match the
spiral in inflation toward 100 percent
annually after 1979. Negative real interest
rates diverted savings from productive
investment. Savings, which had grown
rapidly from the mid-1960s, began to

decelerate during the second half of the
1970s.

Disbursed debt rose nearly fourfold
between 1973 and 1978 to the equivalent of
25 percent of GDP; and the debt-service
ratio (including medium- and long-term
private debt) reached 56.4 percent.
Increased borrowing from abroad was
reflected in the growing gap between
domestic savings and investment. Invest-
ment priorities emphasized heavy infra-
structure and capital-intensive import
substitution.

O GNP rose by an average 7 percent a
year in 1974-78, compared with 8 percent
a year in 1966-73 and 11.5 percent a year in
1967-73.

Compared with its 1973 level, the
Brazilian real exchange rate (the nominal
rate adjusted for changes in Brazilian rela-
tive to US prices) changed little during
1974-78, real appreciation in 1975 being
reversed in subsequent years. As a pro-
portion of demand, imports were
squeezed to below their 1973 levels (see
figure) through tariff increases, advance
deposit requirements and import restric-
tions. The resulting bias against exports
was partially offset by tax and credit sub-
sidies. Coupled with the 1977 improve-
ment in the terms of trade, this allowed
virtual trade balance by 1977. It was
followed by a relatively small deficit in
1978, due partly to a disastrous harvest.

Brazilian adjustment to higher energy
prices has proceeded apace. Massive
investments aimed at reducing depen-
dence on imported oil have been made,
notably through the conversion of sugar-
cane to alcohol. In the longer run,
hydroelectric potential is estimated at
over 200 million kilowatts (around 10
times present capacity). Shale and coal
deposits are also promising options for
energy diversification.

The impact of the 1979-80 rise in oil
prices has been considerable. By 1980 the
fuel import bill had risen to 44 percent of
total merchandise imports. The interest
rates charged on its foreign debt also rose
sharply, and the current account deficit
widened to the equivalent of 5 percent of
GDP. A wide range of fiscal, monetary
and price policies was introduced to curb
demand; exports were encouraged by a
large devaluation during 1979, when the
exchange rate moved from 21 to 43
cruzeiros to the dollar. But, despite
attempts at adjustment, an increased debt
burden heightens Brazil's vulnerability to
international monetary shocks and to
slower growth in the demand for its
exports.
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largely successful in achieving
adjustment with growth

either maintained or switched
to a policy of not discriminating
against production for exports
relative to that for the home
market;

stepped up private and public
savings; and

increased the share of invest-
ment without detriment to its effi-
ciency.

Primary producing countries

Primary producers include a large
number of (mainly) middle-
income countries that are either
agricultural- or mineral-based.
Their economic well-being and
export earnings have historically
been dominated by a few primary
productsfor example, tea, cof-
fee, cocoa, phosphate, tin or rub-
ber. For predominantly agricul-
tural countries, the share of the
three most important com-
modities in export earnings
ranges from roughly 70 percent
for Ghana, Ivory Coast and Sri
Lanka to around 50 percent for
Malaysia and Senegal and under
40 percent for Thailand. The
mineral-based economies tend to
be even more undiversified; the
corresponding ratios are in excess
of 80 percent for Mauritania, Zaire
and Zambia, nearly 70 percent for
Bolivia and Chile and around 60
percent for Peru. Specialization in
tree crops or minerals, together
with the necessary infrastructure,
leads to a highly inflexible pro-
duction structure and extreme
vulnerability to international price
movements and export volume
shortfalls.

Primary producing countries
were hardest hit by external
shocks. Export volume shortfalls
were 20 percent larger than inter-
national price effects for the group
as a whole in 1974-77. The agricul-
ture-based countries were not
much affected by international

price effects, since unfavorable
import price movements were
nearly offset by higher prices for
cocoa, coffee and tea in 1976-77.
But they were significantly
damaged by slow growth in the
markets for agricultural com-
modities, so that the overall exter-
nal shock was adverse for agricul-
ture-based primary producers. By
contrast, losses arising from inter-
national price effects were par-
ticularly severe for the mineral-
based economies and roughly
twice as large as export volume
effects.

Table 6.2 shows that primary
producing countries resorted to
substantial external financing
which averaged nearly 70 percent
of external shocks during 1974-77.
Their structural adjustment,
which was divided almost equally
between export market penetra-
tion and import substitution, was
limited. It accounted for less than
20 percent of total adjustment,
partly because of inflexibility in
production and partly because of
development policy. The process
of industrialization in a number of
these countries led to increasing
reliance on imports of capital
goods and manufactures. The
average adjustment pattern is con-
sistent with considerable varia-
tions, of which five types may be
distinguished.

Outward-orientation and di-
versification in agriculture-based
economies. Ivory Coast, Thailand
and Tunisia are examples of pri-
mary producers that maintained
their outward-looking policies
and diversified their exports. This
provided raw materials for pro-
cessing industries, generated a
home market for industrial output
and earned foreign exchange for
imported inputs for their
manufacturing industries. For the
Ivory Coast and Tunisia, the ex-
ternal environment actually
improved slightly over 1974-78.

External borrowing was moderate
in all countries except Tunisia, and
the bulk of adjustment occurred
through trade policy. Export
expansion and import substitu-
tion proceeded at an impressive
rate within the framework of a
very open economy in Thailand
But they were not to be accom-
panied by reform of domestic
energy pricing and interest rate
policy until late in the decade (see
box, overleaf), and the economy
was left uncomfortably exposed to
the external shocks of 1979-80.
Gains in export market shares
were also registered in a whole
range of primary commodities in
the Ivory Coast and Tunisia. The
share of investment was main-
tained and adjustment was
effected with growth.

Inward-orientation in agricul-
ture-based economies. Kenya
moved from being an open econ-
omy in the 1960s to one where the
incentive system had begun to be
tilted against cash crop exports
and in favor of production of
manufactured goods for the
domestic market. This process
was further intensified in the wake
of the external shocks of 1974-78
and accompanied by losses in
nontraditional primary and
manufactured exports, in part due
to the breakup of the East African
Community. Recourse to external
financing was moderate and
domestic savings performance
was satisfactory. The bulk of ad-
justment occurred through im-
port substitution which, together
with slower growth, was twice as
important as external shocks. This
mode of adjustment reduced
structural flexibility and led to
moves toward greater outward
orientation at the end of the
decade.

Slower growth without re-
form in mineral economies.
Jamaica, Peru, Zaire and Zambia
were all forced to cut growth rates,
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Thailand
During the 1960s Thai GDP grew at 7.6
percent a year. The momentum slowed
between 1970 and 1975 to 6.2 percent, but
oil price increases were not the major fac-
tor. The initial balance of payments effect
of the oil price increase was cushioned by
higher export prices, increased service
earnings and private transfers (see
figure). Adjustment was thus not im-
mediately seen to be necessary, despite a
doubling of the share of oil in total
imports to 21 percent.

To sustain growth, policy after 1975
included controls on energy and cement
prices, a ceiling on interest rates, increas-
ing protection, expanded public sector
expenditures and deficits, and rapid
credit creation to support higher demand.
Export growth was exceptional during
this period (see figure). GDP grew at 8
percent a year from 1975 to 1979 but high
investment tended to involve current
deficits, which increased with the
deterioration in terms of trade after 1976
and declines in services and private
transfers.
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The government had until recently
failed to take the necessary steps to
encourage energy conservation and pro-
mote domestic supplies. After retail
prices of virtually all petroleum products
were increased between July 1973 and
February 1974, they were held constant
until March 1977. This was partly because
energy prices constituted a very sensitive
political issue and partly because
increases were thought to be injurious to
growth. Petroleum product prices were,
however, raised in January 1979, July
1979, February 1980 and January1981 for a
cumulative increase of around 120 per-
cent, and power tariffs have been
increased to eliminate subsidies to the
electricity generating authority.

The doubling of oil prices in late 1979
led to a widening of the current account
deficit (see figure) to $2.4 billion or 7 per-
cent of GDP in 1980, with oil making up
over 25 percent of total imports. This has
encouraged measures to promote struc-
tural adjustment with equity. The draft
1982-86 plan represents a significant shift
in policy from growth toward distribu-
tional tonsiderations, particularly rural
poverty alleviation; and toward external
balance. Fiscal and monetary policies are
intended tobe less permissive. The major
concerns include the intensification of
agriculture, increased industrial effi-
ciency, and promotion of employment
and manufactured exports. The plan also
stresses the need to reduce consumption
of energy, particularly oil, through pric-
ing and energy conservation programs,
and to develop domestic energy
resources, especially lignite, natural gas
and renewable energy sources.

Jamaica
During the 1960s Jamaica's GNP rose at
4.6 percent a year. Agriculture grew
slowly, there was increased rural to urban
migration, and industrial expansion was
promoted behind high levels of protec-
hon. Private foreign investment played a
major role in expanding tourism and
bauxite productionthe twin pillars of
growth in the Jamaican economy. Private
domestic investment was the major driv-
ing force behind the development of
industry and services.

The government which came to power
in 1972 was committed to (1) expanding
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and eventually suffered a fall in
GNP. A combination of internal
policies and external shocks
brought Jamaica to the verge of
economic bankruptcy and GNP
steadily fell after 1973 (see box).
Peru, which engaged in massive
foreign borrowing, failed to
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he role of the public sector in creating a
fore diversified economy; (2) creating
increased employment opportunities for
the large numbers of urban unemployed;
and (3) redistributing income. A sharp
increase in the bauxite levy on foreign
firms and heightened political rhetoric
reduced private investment. The subse-
quent decline in economic growth was
aggravated by adverse external shocks
equivalent to 9 percent of GNP. These
ncluded the quadrupling of petroleum
prices and reduced demand for tourism
related to the 1974-75 recession in North
America, and more important, to grow-
ing social and political unrest in Jamaica,
itself partly due to worsening economic
conditions.

Expansionary policies caused the
central government deficit to increase
from 4 percent of GDP in 1972 to almost 20
percent in 1976. Large wage increases
were granted and consumption increased
from 78 percent of GDP in 1972 to 90 per-
cent in 1976. A large current account
deficit (10 percent of GDP in 1976),
emigration of skilled manpower (initially
one of the main results of falling output,

but eventually one of its causes), and
three years of declining output led to the
virtual exhaustion of Jamaica's foreign
exchange reserves and creditworthiness.

The government attempted to negoti-
ate a medium-term support program with
the IMF although it ultimately rejected
the prescriptions in the program. Policies
to balance expenditures with resource
availability varied from year to year. They
included tighter price controls; restrictive
fiscal measures (principally higher taxes
rather than spending cuts); and exchange
rate devaluation, to correct for the
differential between internal and external
inflation. Despite efforts to stimulate the
private sector, however, there was an
increasing reluctance on the part of inves-
tors to commit resources to new projects.

Jamaica compensated for the deteriora-
tion in its external position during this
period mainly through a reduction in
imports. This in turn caused a decline in
domestic output, and a shift in the com-
position of spending away from import-

Jamaica: savings and
investment rates, 1963-73
and 1973-78

Percentage of GDP. constant prices
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intensive investment toward consump-
tion of domestically produced goods. By
1980, GDP was nearly 18 percent below its
1973 level, with the sharpest falls being in
manufacturing (31 percent), construction
(58 percent) and mining (10 percent), the
last of which had been an important
source of foreign exchange and growth in
the 1960s and early 1970s. High levels of
unemployment (15 percent of the labor
force), growing scarcity of consumer
goods in domestic markets, and inade-
quate resources for maintaining and
upgrading social services had eroded the
relatively high living standards enjoyed
by most Jamaicans at the beginning of
the 1970s.

In late 1980 a new government came to
power. It has negotiated a three-year pro-
gram with the IMF, agreed on structural
reforms with the World Bank, and
received pledges of substantial foreign
aid in support of its medium-term
development strategy. This includes:

Reforms in the country's tax struc-
ture, deregulation and reduction of state
ownership of companies (those which
were once private but are now in the
hands of the government).

Measures to increase agricultural
production, including special assistance
to the sugar cooperatives, reconstruction
in the banana industry, and strengthen-
ing of extension services and marketing
facilities.

Greater incentives in favor of exports
and gradual reduction of protection to
some industries. Jamaica's nontraditional
exports are predominantly sold within
the Caribbean Common Market. The
small size of this market is likely to limit
export growth, so efforts to expand sales
to other markets are expected to assume
increasing importance.

An aggressive tourism drive aimed at
raising the current low hotel occupancy
rate, coupled with measures to stimulate
private investment in new hotels.

Active promotion of private invest-
ment in bauxite mining and aluminum
refining.

undertake significant structural
adjustment until 1978. Extreme
dependence on copper and cobalt
in Zaire and Zambia made for
great vulnerability to movements
in copper prices; their terms-of-
trade losses were catastrophic.
Substantial external financing was

forthcoming until the mid-1970s
after which they had to reduce
their growth. Roughly half of the
1974-78 balance-of-payments
accommodation was achieved
through slower growth. Savings
performance was weakdue to
lack of incentives, large budget

deficits and high inflation in all
four countries.

Structural reform in a mineral
economy. Chile, like the pre-
viously discussed cases of Uruguay
and, to a lesser extent, the Philip-
pines, is an example of a protec-
tionist economy that was trans-
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formedin its case when a steep
decline in copper prices, on top of
domestic upheavals, resulted in
radical structural reforms. These
included a massive real devalua-
tion and deflationary monetary
and fiscal policies. Saving and
investment both increased as a
share of GNP, and the efficiency
with which capital was used also
improved. Chile gained export
market shares in manufacturing
and also achieved considerable
import substitution. The growth
rate, after an initial fall, has
improved since 1976 but has been

accompanied by relatively high
unemployment.

"Overshooting" adjustment.
Countries such as Morocco and
Senegal exemplified the difficulties
of volatile commodity prices (see
box on windfall gains). Both coun-
tries derive a large proportion of
their export earnings from phos-
phates. The 1974-75 boom in
world phosphate prices, which
was expected to last longer than it
did, encouraged substantial
foreign borrowing and led to their
formulating investment plans that
proved too ambitious when

phosphate revenues fell after 1975.
Eventually they had to adopt
restrictive policies and curb their
growth.

The experience of the primary
producers suggests that those
which encouraged and diversified
their exports and improved sav-
ings performance managed adjust-
ment with growth. But many of
them, especially some mineral
producers, have a production-
cum-trade structure that limits the
range of options in the medium
term, necessitating either external
financing or slower growth.

Managing windfall gains
At various times in 1974-77, there were
sharp price increases in phosphates,
coffee, cocoa, uranium and several other
commodities important to developing
countries. Paradoxically, many exporters
of these commodities now face difficulties
partly as a result of the way they managed
their windfall gains. Typically, govern-
ment revenues have been boosted by
higher export earnings (either through
taxation or participation in profits) and
used to raise domestic expenditure to a
level that cannot be sustained when
prices fall. Countries take advantage of
their credit standing to borrow on com-
mercial terms to maintain expenditure.

If the initial rise in public spending
leads to higher growth (and especially
higher exports) in the relatively near
term, it can be sustained. But if growth
does not increase sufficiently, the result is
an increased debt burden. Eventually this
forces sharp and damaging spending
cuts, often at a time when export prices
are falling.

This patternand exceptions to it
can be illustrated by several examples.
Phosphate prices rose sharply in 1974,
and the prospects for further rises
appeared good at the time. In Morocco,
investment as a share of GDP conse-
quently doubled by 1977. But government
current spending also rose, much of it on
badly needed social programs. The
expansion, however, outstripped availa-
ble resources once phosphate prices
started to decline. Initially, Morocco was
able to maintain the momentum by bor-

rowing abroad. But its external debt-ser-
vice ratio increased significantly between
1975 and 1978 (when it reached 21.8 per-
cent) and it became clear that retrench-
ment was needed. Togo also applied its
phosphate "windfall" to investment. But
it too encountered financial difficulty
after prices fell in 1975, despite the coffee
and cocoa boom that started in 1976.
Senegal increased public sector invest-
ment, but total investment did not
increase. Much of the public investment
went into unproductive areas, and the
private sector was discouraged from
investing, mainly because of the govern-
ment's state participation policy. The end
of the phosphate boom coincided with
increased groundnut prices (the principal
export), postponing the need to reduce
spending. In 1977 a period of budgetary
stringency followed.

In response to the coffee and cocoa
boom, Ivory Coast increased aggregate
investment by 120 percent in real terms
from 1973-75 to 1977-79, and sustained it
later by external commercial borrowing.
Domestic inflation accelerated and, by
1978, it was clear that investment had to
be cut. Kenya, by contrast, channeled less
of the coffee boom proceeds into the
public sector. Despite increases in public
spending, much of it on defense and to
replace the former East African Com-
munity institutions, the overall budget
remained under control although
development-oriented recurrent outlays
fell far below needed levels. Similarly,
Niger had utilized only three-quarters of

the proceeds of its post-1975 uranium
boom by 1979.

The experience of these price fluctua-
tions highlights the need for:

Careful analysis of export price
prospects. Treating a boom as temporary
makes it easier to plan the right mix of
expenditure and saving.

Effective controls on spending. An
important factor in Ivory Coast's invest-
ment surge was the management of the
Agricultural Price Stabilization Fund (the
"Caisstab"). This received the export
revenue surpluses, but operated largely
outside formal budgetary control. In
logo, budgetary procedures were by-
passed or abandoned.

Productive investment based on care-
ful project selection. Some 17 percent of
Ivory Coast's investment program was for
12 sugar complexes (later cut back to 6)
that would have produced an exportable
surplus at production costs well above
world prices, logo, small and poor,
undertook ambitious projectsan oil
refinery, a steel mill, a thermal power
plant, hotels.

These principles cannot be imple-
mented unless there are effective
arrangements for analyzing price pros-
pects, scrutinizing and deciding upon
investment prospects, and evolving
development strategy. Many countries,
especially in Africa, lack the means of
doing this work. High priority should be
given to developing the finance and plan-
ning ministries and to making greater use
of their capabilities in decision making.
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Adjustment problems and prospects

One result of the above analysis of the
semi-industrial and primary produc-
ing groups is its suggestion that there
was only a weak association between
the magnitude of external shocks in
1974-78 and response in terms of
economic growth rates after 1973, rela-
tive to 1963-73. This does not mean
the shocks were unimportant;
rather, their effect for these coun-
tries depended significantly on
the trading environment and
international capital flows, on
internal developments and
domestic management, as well as
on underlying structure. A num-
ber of middle-income countries
were able to borrow commercial
capital extensively and expand
exports in the 1970s. The main
policy issue they face in the 1980s
is how far they need to modify
their development strategy to deal
with the changing international
environment.

A more turbulent world econ-
omy leads an oil-importing devel-
oping country to consider two
kinds of strategic changes. The
first is to adopt a more outward-
oriented stance, to make products
in which the country has a com-
parative advantage and to allow
imports to compete with all but a
limited range of domestically pro-
duced goods. The second is to aim
for greater self-sufficiency in a
wider range of goods and to
reduce trading links with the rest
of the world over and above what
is dictated by comparative advan-
tage, in the hope of lessening
vulnerability to external shocks.

The record shows that as a
whole the group of countries opt-
ing for the first course (for exam-
ple, Chile, Ivory Coast, Philip-
pines, Singapore, South Korea,
Thailand, Tunisia, Uruguay)
managed to effect adjustment
with only a temporary interrup-
tion in growth. Compared with
the group of economies that main-

tamed or turned to inward-look-
ing policies (for example, Argen-
tina, Brazil, Colombia, Israel,
Jamaica, Kenya, Mexico, Morocco,
Peru, Portugal, Turkey, Yugo-
slavia, Zambia), they were able to:

expand both export market
penetration and import substitu-
tion and

eventually reduce reliance on
additional external financing. Fur-
thermore, the outward-oriented
economies were characterized by
an improved savings performance
as well as increasingly efficient use
of investment. (This was true of a
number of the inward-oriented
economies as well.)

EXPORT MARKET PENETRATION.

The superior export performance
of outward-oriented economies is
not unexpected. It is not only a
matter of competitive exchange
rates, a unified system of incen-
tives and access to duty-free
imported inputs for exporting
firms. Just as important, pro-
ducers are acutely aware of the vir-
tues of quality control and prompt
delivery and have experience in
changing product composition in
response to shifts in foreign de-
mand. The box on South Korea
illustrates the impetus provided
by a national commitment to
export-led growth.

IMPORT SUBSTITUTION. The rea-
son outward-oriented economies
as a group are also more success-
ful than the inward-oriented
group in substituting for imports
is that they ensure equal incentives
to production for export and home
markets. Domestic production
must therefore compete with
imports which, under an out-
ward-oriented strategy, usually
extend all the way from raw
materials to final consumer goods.
This can allow considerable scope
for import substitution when

import prices rise. By contrast,
complicated systems of licensing
and control can make import
substitutes virtually nontradeable
in inward-oriented countries.
Imports are generally limited to
essential material inputs and
machinery for which domes-
tically produced substitutes are
difficult to find.

EXTERNAL FINANCING AND
DOMESTIC SAVING. Outward-
oriented economies used external
financing to cover increases in the
prices of imports until they were
able to pay for them with
increased exports. Finance bor-
rowed at the beginning of 1974-78
was invested productively. In all
these countries, most of the extra
investment needed to effect ad-
justment was financed by
increased domestic saving, and
their strong export performance
meant that debt-service ratios rose
only slightly. By contrast, reliance
on external borrowing was signifi-
cantly greater in the inward-look-
ing group that did not undertake
structural adjustment.

POLICY LESSONS. Outward-
oriented economies have a higher
proportion of trade in GNP than
countries following an inward-
looking strategy. External shocks
inflicted upon them a larger loss in
relation to GNP. But their eco-
nomic performance is less
damaged by external shocks and
ultimately is less dependent on
foreign finance. They may have to
accept some temporary loss of
growth momentum during
adjustment while they boost
exports, restrain imports and
attempt to control imported infla-
tion. But growth can be expected
to pick up, because their form of
adjustment need not usually
involve deflationary cuts for any
length of time. This is perhaps the
most valuable lesson of the ad-
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justment experience of semi-
industrial and primary producing
countries.

It follows that countries trying
to cope with external disturbances
in the 1980s should move toward
policies that provide equal en-
couragement to export and do-
mestic production, and adequate
incentives for savinga conclu-
sion that would, however, need
qualification if there were to be a
marked deterioration in the inter-
national trading and financial
environment. It is important that
funds borrowed abroad be
applied toward productive invest-
ments which enhance the coun-
try's capacity to produce exports
and curb imports. For this reason,
the uses to which external finance
are put require careful monitor-
ing. (The box on managing wind-
fall gains is again relevant.) This
will be helped by more careful
project selection, especially where
investments involve intensive
energy and foreign exchange use.

Such domestic policy reform is
not easy. It takes time before
moves toward a more symmetric
system of incentives to exports
and domestic production begin to
elicit a larger supply of exports.
Increased savings will not mate-
rialize unless there is general con-
fidence in the authorities' ability
to manage the economy. This
illustrates two things. First, it is
important to persist with the
above policies even in the face of
possible short-term setbacks.
Second, policy reform will usually
need to be supported during a
transitional period, as in the
Philippines and Uruguay (see
boxes), by substantial external
financing.

Borrowed foreign exchange in
support of a liberalization pro-
gram can provide essential inputs
for export industries. It can also
finance a flow of imports to mod-
erate inflationary pressures. Infla-
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The Philippines
A change in political conditions in the
early 1970s was accompanied by a switch
in economic policy toward greater out-
ward orientation Public infrastructural
investment was stepped up, while family
planning programs and partial land
reform started to tackle the country's
population growth and heavy depen-
dence on imported food.

The economy ran into external
difficulties after 1973, when its export
markets became less buoyant and the
price of imported oil rose sharply. The
terms of trade declined by 36 percent be-
tween 1973 and 1976 (see figure). Export
volume fell by 11 percent in 1974 but
recovered quickly in 1975 and 1976, with
substantial gains in market shares being
recorded in nontraditional primary as
well as in manufactured exports. The
government's commitment to growth led
to continued expansion of domestic
demand, a high investment-to-GDP ratio,
larger imports and an increasing current
account deficit (see figure).

The Philippines then negotiated an
extended arrangement with the Interna
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tional Monetary Fund (IMF) amounting
to about $266 million for the period
1976-78. The principal quantitative
targets of the extended arrangement pro-
gram were an average annual GNP
growth of 7 percent; an annual inflation
rate of not more than 7 percent; and a
reduction of the current account deficit
from 6 percent of GNP in 1975 to 4 percent
by 1978. Toward these ends, the program
envisaged various structural changes and
policy adjustments including (1) an
increase in the ratio of domestic fixed
investment to GNP with a shift in the
investment pattern in favor of infrastruc-
ture, the energy sector, and export-
oriented and labor-intensive industries;
(2) an increase in the ratio of domestic
savings to GNP, partly through a strong
tax effort; and (3) effective demand
management policies. Most of the princi-
pal targets were broadly attained. Prices
of electricity, transportation and gasoline
were increased; tariffs were lowered and
domestic credit and external borrowing
were effectively controlled. Domestic sav-
ings rose from 20 percent of GDP in
1963-73 to 25 percent in 1978 (see figure);
and exports of labor-intensive industries
increased at 40 percent per annum. Dur-
ing 1976-78 the Philippines purchased an
additional amount of about $206 million
under the compensatory, oil, and buffer
stock financing facilities of the IMF.

The external position deteriorated
again with the second large increase in oil
prices in 1979. Although a recovery in the
prices of some primary commodities con-
tributed to a large increase in nominal
export earnings, the current account
deficit widened to $1.6 billion (5.4 percent
of GNP) in 1979 and an estimated $2.2
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billion (or 5.8 percent ot GNP) in 1980.
The recessionary effects of deteriorating
terms of trade led to a slowdown in GNP
growth from 6.3 percent in 1978 to 5.8
percent in 1979, and an estimated 4.7 per-
cent in 1980. Inflation, which rose to 19
percent in 1979, has decelerated signifi-
cantly since then despite the govern-
ment's policy of passing through energy
price increases.

Notwithstanding policy improvements
of the 1970s, the balance of payments still
reflects a number of underlying structural
rigidities. The country continues to rely
on traditional commodity exports for
more than two-thirds of its foreign
exchange earnings, and industry is too
great a net burden on the balance of pay-
ments. More than 80 percent of the econ-
omy's energy is supplied by imported oil,
which has raised oil's share in total
merchandise imports from less than 12
percent in the early 1970s to over 25 per-
cent in 1980. While there are no immedi-
ate constraints on foreign borrowing,
deficits of 6 percent of GNP Cannot be
financed indefinitely. During the past
year, the government has therefore
undertaken measures to promote struc-
tural adjustment, in close consultation
with the World Bank. These include pro-
viding further encouragement to the
rapid growth of manufactured exports,
improving the efficiency of industrial
investment, and deregulating the finan-
cial sector to promote greater resource
mobilization. The structural adjustment
program is expected to reduce the current
account deficit toward sustainable levels
by 1985.

Philippines: savings and
investment rates, 1963-73 and
1973-79

Percentage of GDP, constant prices
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Uruguay
In a number of respectshealth and life
expectancy, political representation,
education levels and an equitable income
distributionattempts initiated in
Uruguay since the turn of the century to
establish a European-style welfare state
had met with considerable success. But
economic performance was marked by
inflation, periodic balance of payments
crises and declining per capita income.
The burden of supporting social over-
heads, and weak import-substituting
industry hampered by minute market
size, fell entirely on livestock and agri-
culturesectors of natural Uruguayan
comparative advantage. Protectionist,
inward-looking policies discriminated
against traditional exporting sectors and
hindered any potential expansion of
manufactured exports. Consumption left
little room for modernizing and augment-
ing capital. For about 30 years until 1974,
the economy grew very slowly; in
1964-73, GDP growth averaged only 1.2
percent a year (and GDP actually fell by
1.5 percent a year in 1971-73).

The peaceful political consensus could
not survive economic stagnation. As
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unemployment rose, particularly among
the young, and redistributive mecha-
nisms involved successively smaller
benefits being divided among an expand-
ing number of people, Uruguay began to
experience political upheaval, which
threatened to destroy the social fabric of
the country established over several
decades.

The changes in the world economy
after 1973 had a dramatic effect on
Uruguay's external position. Import
prices doubled, while the prices of beef
and wool (the main exports) declined
by 35 percent and 24 percent respectively
in 1975. Uruguay was also harmed by the
agricultural policy of the EEC, which dur-
ing the 1970s shifted from being a net beef
importer to a substantial exporter. The
current account, which had run a surplus
before 1973, swung into a deficit averag-
ing 4.4 percent of GDP in 1974-75 (see
figure). To cover that deficit, Uruguay
initially relied on foreign borrowing (out-
standing debt increased by 35 percent
between 1974 and 1976) and by running
down its international reserves.

Rather than attempting to reduce
imports, however, the new government
which came to power in 1973 decided to
alter development strategy. The economy
was gradually opened to international
trade. Most domestic prices were
decontrolled, import quotas were elimi-
nated and tariffs and other restrictions
were progressively reduced. Foreign
capital movements were liberalized, and
the real exchange rate (the nominal rate

(continued overleaf)
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adjusted for changes in Uruguayan rela-
tive to US prices) was devalued by over 20
percent in 1974-77. This stimulus to
exports was reinforced by rebates,
preferential credits and tax relief for
exporters. Attempts were made to stimu-
late savings and improve the allocation of
investible resources through removal of
restrictions on interest rates.

The new strategy did not affect all sec-
tors of the economy evenly. However, it
led to a number of desired results.

S GDP growth rose sharply, averaging
3.9 percent a year in 1974-79. Employ-
ment expanded, though real wages may
have fallen somewhat between 1973 and
1979.

20-
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Uruguay: savings and
investment rates, 1963-73
and 1973-78

Percentage of GDP, constant prices
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Investment

Manufactured exports increased
their share of the international market by
more than three times between 1973 and
1978; import substitution played only a
minor role in reducing the trade deficit.
By 1978 the current deficit had declined to
$127 million, from $189 million in 1975.

Both investment and saving in-
creased their shares in GDP (see figure).
This was accompanied by a rise in the
rates of capital utilization.

Although disbursed debt rose from
the equivalent of 12.5 percent of GNP in
1973 to 19.9 percent in 1976, it fell to 17.7
percent by 1978.

Rising world oil prices increased oil
import costs by 40 percent in 1979.
Responses have differed considerably
from those adopted in 1974. The exchange
rate was allowed to appreciate, in real
terms, as a means of reducing domestic
inflation. But unless inflation can be
brought down rapidly enough, this may
reduce incentives to exports and import
substitution.

In certain respects the Uruguayan
economy is better placed to cope with an
increased deficit than it was in 1973.
Dependence on imported petroleum is
slowly being reduced as hydroelectric
capacity expands, and the economy's
ability to adjust flexibly to external shocks
is not in doubt. Substantial foreign bor-
rowing will probably be required in the
early 1980s; so debt-service ratios are
likely to rise. But if fiscal, credit and tariff
policies continue to be coordinated to
reduce inflation, and incentives to
domestic savings can be increased,
Uruguay should be able to consolidate its
external position and maintain the
improved growth rates of the 1970s.

tion can arise not only from the
initial increase in imported oil
prices but also from devaluation
(frequently the centerpiece of a
liberalization program), which
further raises the domestic cur-
rency price of imports. Without
external borrowing, governments
may avoid domestic policy reform
for fear of precipitating internal
unrest and a foreign exchange
crisis. In turn, external financing
unsupported by policy reform
may simply postpone rather than
avert a crisis.
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Although the association be-
tween external shocks and eco-
nomic growth was weak for the
sample of middle-income coun-
tries analyzed above, it was im-
portant for some of the poorer
and more inflexible primary pro-
ducers. The experience of Zambia
(see box) suggests that a policy of
diversifying the economy away
from mining could probably have
prevented no more than a third of
the precipitous fall in national
income from 1974 to 1978. The
other two-thirds could be attrib-

Zambia
Zambia's terms of trade deteriorated by 52
percent between 1974 and 1978. From a
peak in 1974, copper prices fell by 40 per-
cent in 1975, while import prices rose by
an average 16 percent a year. Wars in
neighboring Angola, Zaire and Zim-
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uted to structural factors. This
highlights the importance of:

policies to promote agricul-
tural and other nonmining ex-
ports; and

financing to ease adjustment
to external shocks in a mineral
economy until some diversifica-
tion has been achieved.

Low-income oil importers

Populous South Asia

In common with other low-
income countries, the large,
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babwe (then Rhodesia) disrupted Zam-
bia's rail links to the coast and increased
transport costs. In 1979 a serious drought
:ontributed to a 9 percent fall in agri-
:ultural production.

Mining dominates Zambia's exports,
accounting for 95 percent of the total; in
urn, exports make up 40 percent of GDP.
[he terms of trade deterioration therefore
:aused a huge reduction in national
ncome. Adjusting GDP by the changes in
-he terms of trade produces a figure for
gross domestic income, GDY. Per person,
GDY has been falling continuously since
[965; the fall accelerated in 1974-78, so
GDY per person was less than half of its
[965 level (figure).

Part of this fall was borne by lower
nvestment, but consumption per person

has also declined sharply. Rural house-
holds, especially those in peripheral
Ireas, have suffered declines in already
low incomes; there are serious shortages
,f basic consumer goods, as well as

edicines, drugs, school equipment, and
transport; and child health and nutrition
have probably deteriorated. One indica-
tion of this is the spread of scabies, a
Jisease associated with unhygienic
:onditions, reported cases of which
ncreased eighteenfold in 1973-78. In
rban areas, wage employment and real

sages have fallen and expenditure on
:ommunity services has been cut.

Since independence in 1964, the
Iovernment has had only limited success
n diversifying the economy away from
Tuning.

Agriculture, in which Zambia has
ibundant potential, has been neglected.
[he rural-urban terms of trade have
ihifted against agriculture. Despite

increases in official producer prices,
agricultural prices generally have been
below border equivalents. Government
support services have been inadequate
and have deteriorated under budgetary
pressure; state farms, rather than small
farmers, have absorbed large resources;
marketing arrangements have been cum-
bersome and wasteful.

Industrial policy has emphasized
import substitution, although industry is
largely dependent on imported inputs.
By 1978 industrial inputs accounted for 56
percent of total imports. As foreign
exchange became scarcer, they had to be
cutresulting in excess capacity and
unemployment.

The pattern of investment has tended
to favor projects with long payoff periods,
thus restricting employment and output
benefits in the short and medium term.
New investment has been given priority
over maintenance and completion of
ongoing projects, resulting in high costs,
bottlenecks and low returns. The level of
urban real wages has discouraged labor-
intensive activities.

Despite two devaluations since 1975,
the real exchange rate (the nominal rate
adjusted for changes in Zambian relative
to world prices) appreciated by about 25
percent from 1974 to 1979. In conjunction
with the protection conferred by tariffs
and import controls, this has discouraged
nonmining exports.

Administered prices have com-
pressed parastatal revenues and led to
heavy subsidization. Between 1965 and
1973, government spending, including
subsidies, rose almost twice as fast as
revenues.

With different policies, Zambia would

have been able to slow the decline in
incomes after 1974; but it would still have
been seriously affected. It might, for
example, have succeeded in raising its
nonmining exports to 20 percent of the
total by 1974 (implying that their volume
would have increased by more than 20
percent a year in 1965-74). If these non-
traditional exports had continued to grow
at 5 percent a year after 1974 and had
experienced moderately favorable price
movements, and if food imports had been
substituted by domestic production,
about one-third of the fall in GDY from
1974 to 1978 could have been avoided. But
even with those optimistic assumptions,
two-thirds of the fall was unavoidable
given Zambia's structural dependence on
copper.

Higher copper prices in 1979 and an
IMF-supported adjustment program
helped reduce inflation, but GOP fell 9
percent. In 1980 preliminary indications
suggest that it grew only 1 percent.

Future growth requires the allocation of
more foreign exchange to mining in the
near term and greater emphasis on diver-
sification as well as some basic reforms of
institutions and economic policies for the
longer term. Zambia's structural inflex-
ibility will take many years to overcome,
and meanwhile the country will remain
vulnerable to terms of trade fluctuations.
Adjustment will therefore be hard to
accomplish without balance of payments
support (in part provided by an IMF
Extended Fund Facility of $1,040 million,
approved in May 1981), with special atten-
tion given to safeguarding the position of
the poor.

densely populated countries of
South AsiaBangladesh, India
and Pakistanare heavily depen-
dent on agriculture in terms of
both GDP and employment. But
India and Pakistan, in contrast to
many sub-Saharan African coun-
tries, have large, diversified
manufacturing industries and
enormous numbers of skilled peo-
ple. Manufacturing output has
grown at just under 5 percent a
year over the past two decades in
India; in Pakistan it grew at nearly
10 percent in the 1960s but only 4

percent a year in the 1970s.
Manufacturing's high share in
GDP (over 15 percent) and in
merchandise exports (over 50 per-
cent) makes these countries
almost semi-industrial in struc-
ture and gives them a range of
adjustment options wider than
those available to other compara-
bly poor countries.

It will be recalled that populous
South Asia is the only country
group for which the export
shortfall was significantly less
important than price effects.

Adjustment was helped by three
factors (see box on India, overleaf):

a strong agricultural per-
formance based on the introduc-
tion of high-yielding seed varieties
combined with fertilizer and
irrigation (this reduced the need
for food imports);

workers' remittances from
the capital-surplus oil-exporting
countries; and

an increasing level of aid.
Growth, which had averaged

around 3.5 percent in the decade
1963-73 for this group of coun-
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India
GNP grew by an average 3.4 percent a
year in 1964-73; it then accelerated to 4.3
percent a year in 1974-79, despite the
sharp rise in oil prices. This considerable
achievement can be attributed to both
short- and long-term factors. The most
significant change was in:

Agriculture. In the past four years,
India has imported hardly any food-
grains, and built its stocks up to unprece-
dented levels (see figure). As a result

Export and import volumes
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India was able to manage the conse-
quences of a severe drought in 1979
without resorting to significant foodgrain
imports. Over the 1970s as a whole,
foodgrain production rose at an average
of almost 3 percent a year, compared with
population growth of 2.2 percent a year.

While the weather is still a major factor
in Indian agriculture, the spread of irriga-
tion and modern farming techniques has
provided greater security. So far the big-
gest difference has occurred in wheat
farming in the north-western states of
Punjab, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and
spreading eastward into West Bengal. But
fertilizer use and high-yielding varieties
of seeds are starting to affect rice as well,
and this has particular relevance for some
of the poorest states in the east and south
of the country.

By virtually ending foodgrain imports,
India has saved substantial amounts of
foreign exchange, helping it to pay for
more expensive oil without curbing other

imports. It also received the benefits of:
Migrants' remittances. In the

mid-1970s, the number of Indian workers
in the Gulf states increased considerably.
Their annual remittances rose from less
than $250 million in 1974 to an estimated
$2.4 billion in 1980.

The combination of increased remit-
tances and savings on grain imports
allowed India to run a current account
surplus in the three years 1976-77 to
1978-79 (see figure). As a result, India's
foreign exchange reserves rose to a peak
of over $7 billion in 1979. By 1977 the
government was able to take advantage of
this situation by relaxing some import
restrictions on:

Industry. India's policy of import
substitution has produced a diversified
industrial base. Investment has risen
substantially and has been financed by
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tries, was boosted by a buoyant
agricultural sector to roughly 4.2
percent during 1973-79.

Bangladesh has fewer adjust-
ment options than India and
Pakistan. It is classified by the
United Nations as one of the least
developed countries. Since inde-
pendence in 1971, agricultural out-
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put has failed to keep pace with
the needs of a population growing
at 3 percent a year. The conse-
quent cost of importing food-
grains at rising international
prices was part of the external
shock, and accounted for 40 per-
cent of merchandise imports in
the mid-1970s. During that time,

economic difficulties were aggra-
vated by political instability. Few
measures to promote structural
adjustment were taken; the coun-
try relied mostly on external aid
and on workers' remittances,
which were second only to jute as
a source of foreign exchange. The
government has recently taken
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ment and will not be subject to prevailing
laws on foreign participation. As for
infrastructure, the Sixth Plan (running up
to 1985) provides for much increased
investment in coal, power and railways.

In the short term, these changes can do
little to ease the scarcity of foreign
exchange that has developed in 1980 and
1981. Almost 45 percent of India's import
bill in 1980-81 was accounted for by oil.
Migrant remittances are unlikely to grow
as rapidly as they did in the 1970s. Nor is
aid, which played an important role in

8

India: industrial production,
1947-80

1947 51 55 60 65 70 76
51 55 60 65 70 76 80

cushioning the balance of payments after
the 1973-74 oil-price increases. India is
therefore facing a more demanding
adjustment than before. Nevertheless, if
it continues its agricultural progress,
adopts more outward-looking trade
policies, improves the infrastructural
support for its industry, and continues to
receive external support for its develop-
ment effort, India should be able to
restore its external position without
seriously slowing down its growth.

steps to switch resources into
agriculture, especially in low-cost,
quick-gestating irrigation projects
and has introduced some incen-
tives to encourage exports.

The 1979-80 oil-price rise, com-
ing on top of the 1979 monsoon
failure, has worsened the external
position of South Asia's largest

countries. Oil imports (net of re-
exports of petroleum products)
were 11 and 13 percent respec-
tively of the total imports of
Bangladesh and Pakistan in 1978;
their share has increased over one-
and-a-half times in India's case,
rising from 24 percent to over 40
percent.

While this is a difficult situation,
there is some room for optimism.
The response of India's export
volumes in attaining a growth rate
of nearly 7 percent between
1975-76 and 1978-79, following a
measure of trade liberalization,
indicates that its manufacturing
industry has the potential of com-
plementing an increasingly
buoyant agricultural sector in rais-
ing exports, restraining imports
and effecting flexible adjustment
to external shocks.

Least developed countries

Foremost among the issues affect-
ing least developed countries
(mainly in sub-Saharan Africa,
Table 6.1) is the difficulty of
separating questions of adjust-
ment from those of overall
development. Their productive
sectors are weak and inflexible.
They lack the skills, the infrastruc-
ture and the commercial and
financial institutions to adjust
rapidly to external shocks. Most of
them rely heavily on a few crops
for their export earnings: the three
most important commodities
account for more than 80 percent
of total exports in Burundi, the
Gambia and Uganda. They are
poor countries because they res-
pond less readily to economic
opportunities; they do not res-
pond because they are poor. There
are vicious circles of poverty
throughout the developing world,
but they are drawn tightest of all
around the least developed coun-
tries.

It will be recalled from Table 6.2
that export volume shortfalls aris-
ing from slow growth in the
markets for primary products
were 10 times as important as price
effects for the least developed
countries. But well over twice as
important as the external shock
was the decline in their export
market shares, which was caused
by domestic failures, particularly
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Annual average percentage growth
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lomestic savings for most of the past 20
Tears. Yet in industry at least, extra invest-
nent has not produced more rapid
rowth. Since the mid-1960s, industrial
;rowth has slowed (see figure). This can
e attributed partly to a sluggish rise in

domestic demand and the fact that Indian
industry has benefited little from the
cale economies of exporting to world
narkets. In addition, industrial licensing
ias restricted the entry of new firms into
ome industries and, in others, limited

the expansion of existing firms. But a
nore significant cause has been supply
onstraints at home, in particular:

Infrastructure. During the 1970s
power shortages have become chronic.

hey are less the result of inadequate
apacity than of the poor performance of
xisting capacity, itself due to input short-

ages compounded by maintenance and
nanagement failures. On government
estimates, electricity shortfalls averaged
12 percent a year between 1975 and 1980.
As a direct result, GDP may have been cut
by 2 percent a year.

The power industry has also been hit
by shortages of coal. In the three years
1977-78 to 1979-80, coal production stag-
tated although it picked up again in
1980-81. Constraints on railway operation
through such factors as labor disputes
and power shortages have also restricted
the movement of coal that was produced.
Failings in these three infrastructural cor-
nerstonescoal, power and transport
have all been interconnected.

Official policy aims to correct all these
domestic constraints. Licensing require-
ments have been eased, allowing com-
panies in core sectors to expand their
capacity by 5 percent a year for five years.
Export production has been exempted
from licensing restrictions for all units,
while units exporting all their output will
be exempt from all import controls and
duties, will receive favorable tax treat-



in agriculture. This has been due
partly to the lack of research
adapting farming methods to
Africa's varied soil and climate,
and partly to the shortage of
trained personnel to implement
what is already known. But there
were also other reasons. By keep-
ing agricultural prices low, gov-
ernments have tapped agricul-
tural surpluses to finance the
provision of cheap food and other
benefits for urban populations.
The situation has been exacer-
bated by inefficient arrangements
for the delivery of inputs to and
the marketing of produce from the
agricultural sector. In a number of
countries, drought, wars and civil
strife have also taken their toll.

The neglect of agriculture has
led to increasing reliance on food
imports and on foreign aid to
finance those imports. Combined
with weak export performance, it
has also forced countries such as
Sudan and Tanzania to compress
imports to the point where any
further reduction would depress
current incomes as well as seri-
ously jeopardize the prospects for
export expansion and economic
growth.

The growth record of the least
developed countries of sub-
Saharan Africa has been dis-
couraging. After averaging about
3.5 percent a year in 1963-73, GNP
growth slowed to nearly 3 percent
a year in 1970-73 and did not
improve in 1973-79. Through-
out, population grew at well over 2
percent a year, leading to a decline
in average incomes for several
countries.

External shocks, while not a
major problem in the mid-1970s,
hit the economies of sub-Saharan
Africa particularly hard toward
the end of the decade. The pri-
mary commodity boom of 1976-77
led to substantially increased
foreign borrowing on hard terms
and rising public spending in a
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number of countries. The subse-
quent fall in commodity prices in
1978 and the 1979-80 round of oil-
price increases leave sub-Saharan
Africa in the throes of a severe
economic and financial crisis. A
number of debt reschedulings are
currently underway. Others may
well follow, as extensive arrears in
payments have accumulated in
several countries.

Adjustment problems and
prospects

Agricultural performance has
been the key feature distinguish-
ing the growth record in populous
South Asia from that in the
poorest countries of sub-Saharan
Africa. India's considerable
progress in raising agricultural
productivity has made it virtually
self-sufficient in foodgrains.
Throughout South Asia, there is
much still to be done to improve
agricultural yields; but the poten-
tial has already been demon-
strated, the means of fulfilling it
are already known.

In manufacturing too, South
Asia has considerable scope for
expanding output and exports.
The case study on India (see box)
has identified bottlenecks in basic
infrastructure as being among the
constraints inhibiting manufac-
turing production and exports.
Such obstacles to extra production
of tradeabies have to be sur-
mountednot least through a
combination of external financing
and domestic savings to augment
capacity in non tradeables, for exam-
ple, power and transportation.
This cannot be accomplished by
short- to medium-term loans
designed to provide balance-of-
payments support. The situation
exemplifies a general principle:
low-income coun tries require ion g-
term external finance for adjustment.

For sub-Saharan Africa, the
policy priority is to promote
agriculture and agricultural

exports. One significant source of
discrimination against agricultural
production and exports has been
the attempt to industrialize
behind overvalued exchange
rates. The appeal of this strategy
derives partly from the fact that
the alternativedevelopment
through primary production and
the gradual diversification of
exportswas associated with col-
onialism; and partly because it
appeared to offer an avenue to
rapid industrialization as an insur-
ance against low and unpredicta-
ble commodity prices.

Past experience points to
different conclusions. Table 6.2
has shown that, for lowest-income
sub-Saharan Africa, supply side
constraints to expanding export
market shares were far more
important than adverse external
shocks. Furthermore, countries
such as Ivory Coast, Malawi and,
in the 1960s, Kenya, which limited
discrimination against primary
production and exports, were able
to expand export volumes and
increase their purchasing power
significantly. Agriculture in all
these countries responded well to
prices and other incentives; with
the right encouragement, and
given time, it can turn to advan-
tage such opportunities as are pro-
vided by the international envi-
ronment.

The potentially important
role of the agricultural sector in
effecting adjustment and the
drain on current surpluses caused
by present policies should prompt
governments in sub-Saharan
Africa to consider reforms that
cover exchange rates, internal
pricing and public sector subsidies
as a matter of priority. They will
encounter opposition from
powerful vested interests. But the
inefficiencies associated with cur-
rent policies can hardly be toler-
ated in a decade when external
shocks will probably be no less



Tanzania
Tanzania's current economic position is
precarious. Already one of the world's
poorest countries, its GDP per person fell
by nearly 5 percent in 1980, and it now
faces an external financial crisis. The real
value of imports in 1980 was below its 1973
level despite a 150 percent real rise in
gross disbursements of external aid. In
1980 oil imports absorbed 40 percent of
total export earnings, drought-related
foodgrain imports a further 20 percent
and debt service another 9 percent. By the
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end of 1980 net reserves were negative,
and external payment arrears had
reached $286 million, half the value of
merchandise exports.

Nevertheless, there is much that can be
done to maintain Tanzania's economic
and social gains, provided that appropri-
ate policies are adopted and additional
aid is forthcoming. In deciding on
"appropriate" policies, one of the critical
issues is the extent to which adjustment
conflicts with Tanzania's economic and
social priorities. They emphasize a self-
reliant socialist society and rural develop-
ment based on li/anna, a form of informal
cooperative production. Those objectives
have guided Tanzania's past efforts to
achieve adjustment although in practice
Tanzania has become more dependent on
outside assistance, and rural develop-
ment has been neglected.

In 1974-75, Tanzania faced a marked
deterioration in its external position,
caused in part by higher oil prices, but
more seriously by drought-induced food
imports (at peak international prices) and
a drastic fall in export volumes. The
government responded by increasing

agricultural prices (particularly for food
crops), restricting credit, increasing taxes,
and controlling imports more strictly
while continuing to expand social pro-
grams (especially in education and
health) and increasing the minimum
wage. The shilling was devalued in 1975.
Public investment was curtailed in
1975-76.

The program was carried out in a spirit
of sacrifice and austerity. Increased aid
(on concessional terms), some use of
reserves, and borrowing from the IMF
helped cover the external shortfall in 1974
and 1975. In 1976 and 1977 the current
account deficit was reduced (see figure),
largely as a result of improved export
prices, particularly for coffee. But by 1978,
difficulties resumed. Export prices and
volumes fell, war broke out with Uganda,
the effects of the break-up of the East
African Community made themselves
felt, and adverse weather affected food
output.

While there was temporary success in
reducing food imports, the adjustment
effort in the 1970s failed to revive the pro-

(con tin ued over1ea
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significant than they were in
1979-80.

External assistance and domes-
tic policy reform can and should
be mutually reinforcing. The
urgent need for policy reform
must be tempered by a recogni-
tion of what domestic policy alone

can achieve in the poorest coun-
tries, particularly in the short run.
And the role of external assistance
in fostering adjustment without
excessive cuts in growth cannot
be underestimated. For oil-import-
ing African countries as a whole,
policy reform (exemplified by

Zambia and Tanzania, see boxes)
could improve growth rates by as
much as 2 percent throughout the
1980sfrom 2.4 to 4.2 percent in
the Low case, and from 3.0 to 5.0
percent in the High case (Chapter
2). But such policy reform is
unlikely in the conditions of fall-
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ductive and monetized sectors or to
reverse the secular decline in export
volumes that began in the early 1970s.
In part, structural weaknesseslow
productivity, lack of maintenance,
undeveloped infrastructure, manpower
constraintslimited the effectiveness
of efforts to increase production in the
short term. But several other factors,
more susceptible to government con-
trol, also prevented adjustment
measures taking full effect:

Institutional transformationmost
notably, the nationwide "villagization"
campaign, the replacement of coopera-
tives by parastatals and the overlapping
responsibilities of party and govern-
ment agencieschanged course
several times and disrupted agriculture
for much longer than expected.

Producer prices for export crops fell
by almost one-third in real terms, com-
pletely wiping out any potential benefit
from the 1975 devaluation.

Setting investment plans at levels
that eventually proved unsustainable
meant that many projects were imple-
mented slowly and remained un-
completed for extended periods. Mainte-
nance budgets were underfinanced.

Pervasive government controls
during periods of shortages led to
expanding unofficial markets and
smuggling and eliminated producer
incentives.

Of the factors inhibiting adjustment,
none need require revisions which con-
flict with Tanzania's development
objectives. However, some changes in
strategy are urgently needed. Greater
willingness to permit markets to func-
tion is not incompatible with ujamaa;
neither is the recognition that some
state controls may be self-defeating
while skilled manpower is limited. Con-
tinuing external support for Tanzania,
especially for food aid and to finance
the operating costs of social programs,
would facilitate adjustment. It would also
lessen the conflictto the extent that one
existsbetween growth and equity.

ing per capita income implied by
the Low case. The combination of
policy reform and High case levels
of assistance could together im-
prove Africa's growth prospects
dramatically. But these are coun-
tries where, even under satisfac-
tory policies, growth prospects
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Upper Volta
Upper Volta, a landlocked country in the
center of West Africa, is one of the poorest
countries in the world. Its GNP per per-
son was $180 in 1979. It lacks most of the
human and physical resources needed to
promote development. Its literacy rate
was only 5 percent in 1972, compared
with an average of 39 percent for low-
income countries in 1976; many of its bet-
ter-educated, younger people emigrate.
Agriculture constitutes a livelihood for
over 80 percent of the population, and
accounts for 40 percent of GDP and 90
percent of total exports. Yet the soil is
poor and heavily eroded. Rainfall is
unreliable. The country's few mineral
deposits (primarily manganese and rock
phosphates) are expensive to exploit.

Given these overwhelming constraints,
the scope for adjustment to changed
external circumstances is very limited.
Government policies have been generally
conducive to development; investment
has increased, as has the share of imports
in GDP (from 21 percent in 1970 to 40
percent in 1977). The expansion of invest-
ment and imports has been made possi-
ble largely by substantial concessional
aid, by workers' remittances and, to a
lesser extent, by rising export earnings.
Yet GNP growth has only marginally ex-
ceeded population growth over the past
two decades.

The external position has tightened
somewhat in 1979-81, reflecting higher
petroleum prices and a deterioration in
the terms of trade. Imports were reduced
by 13 percent in 1979 under a stabilization
program supported by the IMF. There is

little scope for further trade adjustment,
given the concentration of Upper Volta's
exports on primary products and the fact
that imports cannot be reduced without
cutting growth. The prospects therefore
continue to depend on aid and remit-
tances. But the aid outlook is deteriorat-
ing (partly because of frustration with the
limited results achieved so far); and remit-
tances may not rise so fast, as more
Voltaics settle permanently in other coun-
tries. On almost any set of assumptions,
Upper Volta faces abject poverty for
decades to come.

Two priorities stand out:
A substantial increase in agricultural

productivity. Any program must include
increased agricultural research, to adapt
and apply the findings of crop research to
local conditions. At present, modern
agricultural techniques can be applied
economically to only a few crops in the
more favored ecological areas. The
development of improved cultivation
practices should aim at increasing the
efficiency of food production and con-
serving scarce soil and water, particularly
on the central plateau where population
pressure is most intense.

Human development. Investment in
basic education and primary health care
would have major economic as well as
social returns over the long term. But the
government's ability to meet operating
costs is overstretched even by the low
level of services already provided. There
is relatively little potential for increasing
coverage by reallocating spending or
redesigning existing services. So a pro-
gram on the scale needed would involve a
massive infusion of foreign aid.

are so limited by physical and
economic disadvantages that they
will continue to depend heavily
on aid for the foreseeable future
(see box, Upper Volta).

Implications

Adjustment to the 80 percent real
increase in petroleum prices in
1979-80 and the concomitant
recession in industrial countries is
beginning to get under way. The
adjustment options of the oil-
importing developing countries
are currently more constrained
than they were in the mid-1970s,

because of the higher cost of pri-
vate capital, the dimmer prospects
for concessional assistance and a
more modest rate of increase in
workers' remittances. There are
nonetheless many similarities
between the two episodes,
especially in the nature of external
shocks confronting the develop-
ing world. This should make the
lessons learned from the present
study of 1974-78 experience par-
ticularly valuable in shaping
adjustment policies which can
promote growth with equity in the
1980s.



China: adjustment and reform

Development efforts in China
have consistently been directed
toward two main objectives: first,
industrialization, and in particular
development of a heavy industrial
base; second, elimination of the
worst aspects of poverty. Chinese
development strategy has also
been shaped by two major con-
straints: an extreme shortage of
cultivable land in relation to
population and a high degree of
international isolation.

The Chinese response to these
constraints has been to approach
the two objectives in two different
ways. Following an initial phase of
property redistribution, poverty
reduction mainly through rural
development and the provision of
basic social serviceshas been
based largely on local resources
and initiative, with a strong em-
phasis on economy and technical
improvisation. Communes,
which form the basic units of the
rural economy, have also
established some industries in
rural areas. But industrialization
has been based mainly on a mas-
sive infusion of centrally
mobilized resources, with less
concern for cost effectiveness, and
using technology largely de-
scended from Soviet designs of
the 1950s.

Tension between these two
approaches has contributed to
sharp policy oscillations. Never-
theless, there has been substantial
progress toward the two main
objectives. The share of industry
in GDP (around 40 percent) is cur-
rently similar to the average for
middle-income developing coun-
tries. But because the share of
services is much smaller than in
other countries, agriculture still

accounts for 34 percent of GDP
and over 70 percent of employ-
mentsimilar to the average for
low-income countries. Around 85
percent of the population, more-
over, lives in rural areas.

Per capita GNP (when adjusted
to allow for the unusual structure
of prices in China) appears to have
grown at an annual rate of 2.5 to
3.0 percent in 1957-79. This rate is
significantly above the average for
other low-income developing
countries (1.6 percent in 1960-79)
though well below the average
for middle-income developing
countries (3.8 percent), and has
not been high enough to pull
China out of the low-income
group. A high rate of domestic sav-
ings (at 1970 prices, the marginal
savings rate in 1957-79 was over 40
percent) has facilitated the rapid
pace of industrialization, but has
at the same time caused consump-
tion to grow significantly slower
than income.

Nonetheless, China's most
remarkable achievement during
the past three decades has been to
make low-income groups far bet-
ter off in terms of basic needs than
their counterparts in most other
poor countries. They all have
work; their food supply is guaran-
teed through a mixture of state
rationing and collective self-
insurance; most of their children
are not only at school but are also
being comparatively well taught;
and the great majority have access
to basic health care and family
planning services. Life expec-
tancywhose dependence on
many other economic and social
variables makes it probably the
best single indicator of the extent
of real poverty in a countryis (at

64 years) outstandingly high for a
country at China's per capita
income level (see box on poverty
and human development in
China, page 101).

The need for adjustment

China's economic policies have
been altered considerably in the
past few years, with the formula-
tion of a program of "reform,
adjustment, consolidation and
improvement." Its two main fea-
tures are reform of the system of
economic management, including
greater reliance on market forces,
and a shift in emphasis from
investment to consumption.

Though partly the result of
political change, the new policies
have been motivated also by some
important underlying economic
considerations. In the past, the
expansion of output has been
based on massive mobilization of
resources and fundamental insti-
tutional change. Further progress,
however, will have to be more
dependent on increased efficiency
of resource use. In addition, the
benefits of technological isolation
as a stimulus to improvisation
have been overtaken by its costs in
terms of backwardness and bot-
tlenecks. And the remarkable
progress made in industrialization
and in meeting basic needs has not
been matched byand has cre-
ated a demand fora commen-
surately rapid rise in general liv-
ing standards.

Prospects and options in the 1980s

Although slow population
growth, better access to foreign
markets and technology, and
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system reform have all improved
China's economic prospects,
especially in the longer term, the
government's drive to improve liv-
ing standards will in the coming
decade be subject to a set of
interlocking constraints. Some of
these are of long standingagri-
cultural land, foreign exchange,
trained manpower. Others are
more recentdomestic energy
production and financial re-
sources for new investments
(which are being squeezed be-
tween the government's desire to
reduce the savings rate and the
claims of an enormous existing
investment program).

The scope for improving eco-
nomic performance is particularly
great in industry and energy.
In terms of international trade,
outward-looking policies should
promote a significant expansion
of exports. In the short- and
medium-term, China could bor-
row substantial amounts of
foreign exchange to ease the tran-
sition to a restructured economy.

Agriculture

The problems facing agriculture in
the 1980s are similar to those in the
past. On the demand side, food-
grain production and food secu-
rity will continue to require high
priority. But competition for land
will be sharpened by the new
emphasis on raising living stan-
dards, which will require
relatively greater supplies of both
higher quality foods and
agricultural raw materials for light
industry.

As regards supply, the amount
of land per worker has shrunk,
and some of the factors that have
raised yields so remarkably in the
pastirrigation, fertilizer and
changes in cropping patterns
are unlikely to help so much in the
future. On the positive side, how-
ever, substantial gains will prob-
ably be realized through
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improved policies and manage-
ment. Especially important is the
government's present emphasis
on stronger incentives and more
producer autonomy, on greater
specialization of output mix in line
with local comparative advantage
and on agricultural research.

Measures to increase agricul-
tural efficiency, growth of com-
mune industry, and even in-
creased agricultural prices will do
least for the rural poor (since
many communes are net pur-
chasers of food). To counteract
a possible increase in rural in-
equality, increased state support
for poor areas is needed to pro-
mote the development of agricul-
ture and nonagricultural activ-
ities, and to provide more food
and better social services. This,
like general increases in agricul-
tural prices, could be financed in
part by progressive taxation of
agricultural income or land. And
in cases where it would be cheaper
than raising their incomes on the
spot, the rural poor should grad-
ually be allowed to move to other
areas. In addition, they might
benefit from long-term regional
development plans: these could
address the special problems of
particular localities, focus money
and manpower on them and pro-
mote coordination among dif-
ferent government agencies.

Energy production

The outlook for domestic energy
production has recently deterior-
ated. Oil output peaked in 1979 at
2.12 million barrels a day and is
likely to fall to about 2 million bar-
rels a day in 1985, with little pros-
pect of an increase in the latter
half of the decade. To prevent an
even larger decline, immediate
steps have to be taken to improve
reservoir engineering in existing
fields and the effectiveness of
exploration. The prospects for coal
(which contributes about 70 per-

cent of total commercial energy)
are brighter; but output growth in
the 1980s will be slower than in the
past, even if high priority is given
to the sector.

Total primary energy produc-
tion in the 1980s will thus not grow
much faster than 2.8 percent per
year, with the growth rate in
1980-85 unlikely to exceed 2.2 per-
centless than one-quarter of the
1952-80 growth rate.

The energy sector is already
absorbing over 40 percent of
industrial investment. The addi-
tional capital outlays that would
be required in the first half of the
decade to further accelerate the
growth of energy output in the
second half, even if feasible in
terms of specialized manpower
and equipment, would be so large
as to crowd out vital investment
in other sectors. Prospects for
economic growth in the 1980s thus
depend critically on reducing
energy use per unit of output.
This is doubly important in the
case of oil, whose availability for
use as an industrial raw material
will also fundamentally influence
growth prospects.

Industrial energy conservation

Because agriculture, commerce,
households and transport are
lesser users of energy, with
relatively limited scope for conser-
vation and interfuel substitution,
the outcome will turn mainly on
what is achieved by industry
(including the energy sector
itself). Altering the balance be-
tween heavy and light industry in
favor of the latter has already con-
tributed to a significant reduction
in energy use and will continue to
do so until the middle of the
decade. Thereafter, heavy indus-
try cannot grow much more
slowly than light industry, since it
produces much of the equipment
and materials for light industry,
agriculture and the service sectors.



Of greater and more enduring
importance, therefore, will be cuts
in energy use and substitution of
coal for oil within industrial sub-
sectors. In this regard, the bulk of
the large potential for energy sav-
ings is in heavy industry.

Substantial savings could be
obtained at negligible cost by
minor operational improvements.
Further savings, and substitution
of coal for oil, could be achieved at
moderate cost by limited equip-
ment and technology improve-
ments. Beyond that, major
changes in some processes are
called for. In certain industries
(most notably metallurgy), it will
be both desirable and feasible to
eliminate most small plants.

These measures could very
substantially reduce energy use
per unit of industrial output, at a
capital cost far less than that of
achieving an equivalent increase
in energy supply. But to accom-
plish this will require thorough
advance planning in each of the
major subsectors, and the integra-
tion of energy conservation with
other aspects of industrial restruc-
turing and modernization. It will
also require reform of energy
allocation procedures. And it
would be greatly facilitated by
changes in energy prices (espe-
cially a large rise in the price of fuel
oil), in conjunction with further
reforms to increase the incentive
effect of prices on users.

Other industrial issues

Industrial expansion in the next
few years may be constrained not
only by energy, but also by raw
materials, foreign exchange and
finance for new investments.

Expansion of light industry is
already being held back by short-
ages of raw materialsboth
industrial (petrochemicals and
appropriate metals) and agri-
cultural. Because the domestic
supply of agricultural raw

materials and oil will remain
tightly constrained, increased
imports are desirable.

Economy in the use of industrial
capital will be essential if sus-
tained rapid growth is to be recon-
ciled with a reduced aggregate
investment rate and higher invest-
ment in nonproductive sectors.
As with energy, a significant
reduction in the use of capital per
unit of output can be expected
from the shift in emphasis from
heavy to light industry, as well as
from the reforms in economic
management.

Given the shortage of foreign
exchange, and the knowledge to
be gained from exposure to world
markets, expansion of manufac-
tured exports must have high
priority. The outlook is promising,
given the abundance of skilled
low-wage labor and the enormous
potential for economies of scale.

At present, three-fifths of
China's manufactured exports
consist of products other than
machinery or equipment sold to
developing countries or the non-
market industrial countries. To
achieve rapid growth, China must
increase its currently very small
share of the richer markets,
especially in the OECD.

On this basis, the volume of
China's manufactured exports
could grow in the 1980s at a rate of,
about 10 percent a year, and quite
possibly 15 percent. In the latter
case, the value of manufactured
exports in 1990 (in the prices of that
year) could be over $60 billion.

More generally, the updating of
industrial technology can produce
major gains in productivity and
product quality, both in industry
and in the other sectors that use its
products. It is being actively pur-
sued in most industrial subsec-
tors. But it could be accelerated
and made more cost-effective by
stronger incentives for innova-
tion, and by better decisions on

whether, when and how to pur-
chase technology from abroad.

Foreign borrowing

China's oil exports will decline in
volume, and could disappear by
the end of the decade. Slow
agricultural growth will restrict
primary export expansion to at
best 4 to 5 percent a year. Thus
manufactured exports will have a
critical influence on the growth
rate of foreign exchange earnings.

The need for imports will be
great. Substantial imports of raw
materials will be required to main-
tain a rapid rate of industrial
growth. Pressure to increase con-
sumption and constraints on
agricultural production are
unlikely to permit any reduction
of food imports. And a well-
chosen program of capital goods
imports could make a major con-
tribution to modernization and
the easing of constraints on
growth in many sectors.

Provided the debt-service ratio
(which is low at present) can be
kept within manageable bounds,
the main consideration in borrow-
ing decisions is the value of the
additional resources obtained in re-
lation to the real cost of borrowing.

Within the past year, the
government has addressed the
relationship between the cost of
foreign borrowing and the returns
to investment, and has cancelled
import contracts for several
underprepared projects. Looking
further ahead, some key determi-
nants of the optimal level of
China's foreign borrowing,
including the rate of growth of
manufactured exports and the
efficiency with which capital afid
energy are used, are both ulti-
mately dependent on reform of
the economic system and
improvement of economic
management. But foreign borrow-
ing could itself contribute signifi-
cantly to the greater efficiency that
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is needed to accelerate future
growth.

Overview

China faces a difficult transition
period in the 1980s when its
options will be constrained from
several directions. But the govern-
ment has room for maneuver in
two general areas. The first con-
cerns the choice (via investment
decisions) between present and
future consumption, and the
allocation of consumption be-
tween the poor and other groups.
The second concerns the improve-
ment of efficiency, especially in

The oil-exporting countries

This section considers the
problems and prospects of two
groups of oil exporters, capital-
deficit and capital-surplus.1 Both
groups raised their GNP growth
rates significantly in the 1970s.
Both also have enormous oppor-
tunities for further rapid progress;
but they face difficult policy
choices in deciding how best to
exploit them,

The capital-deficit oil exporters

The capital-deficit oil-exporting
developing countries hold a place
between the capital-surplus oil
exporters and the oil-importing
developing countries. They share
common interests with the former
in trying to improve the returns to
their oil exports; and with the lat-

1. The capital-deficit oil exporters are
shown in Table 6.1 under the category "oil
exporters." The capital-surplus oil exporters
are Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Qatar, Saudi Arabia
and the United Arab Emirates.
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the use of energy, materials and
capital, through better policies
and planning, system reform, and
exploitation of opportunities for
foreign trade, borrowing and
technology transfer.

Policies in the second area have
so far had mixed results, but their
success in the future will substan-
tially affect the government's
freedom of action in the first.
Using capital more efficiently, for
example, would ease the tradeoff
between present and future con-
sumption. Energy and material
conservation would likewise
reduce the amount of foreign bor-

ter in having been net importers of
capital in recent years and being
likely to need foreign capital in the
future.

Nature has allocated petroleum
to a mixed group of countries.
They range in population from
tiny Trinidad and Tobago to
Indonesia, the world's fifth most
populous nation, which is also
one of the oil-exporting group's
poorest members (see Table 6.4).
But they share common features
as well. The principal one is a
problem of development policy
the need to utilize petroleum
export revenues to effect a transi-
tion to sustainable and equitable
growth. They typically have the
revenue to assist them signifi-
cantly over the next 10 to 20 years.
Such a period is not all that long
for achieving fundamental struc-
tural change (Japan and South
Korea notwithstanding), par-
ticularly in agriculture. A second
common characteristic is the
nature of the short- to medium-
run difficulties of economic

rowing needed to attain any given
growth rate. And faster growth
would enable more help to be
given to the poor without a slower
increase in the living standards of
other groups.

The actual outcome will of
course depend not only on the
government's choices and policies
but also on unpredictable factors
such as weather, success in oil
prospecting, growth of overseas
markets and the availability of
foreign capital on concessional
terms.

management occasioned by the
windfalls they received after the
price increases of the 1970s.

The quadrupling of crude oil
prices in 1973-74 led to a 120 per-
cent improvement in the net bar-
ter terms of trade for the capital-
deficit group, which allowed real
import growth rates averaging 16
percent a year in 1972-76. Their
average resource balance was 1.5
percent of GDP in 1972. It rose
briefly to 15 percent in 1974 and
then plunged to minus 3 percent
in 1977, by which time only
Indonesia and Trinidad and
Tobago still maintained surpluses.
On average, resource balances did
not improve significantly until the
second oil-price increase of
1979-80. The deficits were
financed largely with credits from
international capital markets,
eagerly offered on the strength of
oil reserves.

Most of the oil-exporting coun-
tries have close fiscal ties between
the oil sector and government.
Typically, over half of government



revenue originates from oil-rent
taxation. Increased oil revenues
precipitated particularly sharp
increases in public investment.
On average, the growth rate of
investment rose from 9.2 percent a
year in 1970-73 to 14.3 percent a
year in 1973-77. Savings as a pro-
portion of GDP initially jumped
from around 22 percent in the
early 1970s to 41 percent in 1974,
but fell to 34 percent by 1977.
Public sector savings followed a
similar pattern, in part because
nonpetroleum tax revenues ex-
panded slowly. At the same time,
public sector capital spending
tended to be maintained at high
levels in accordance with plans
formulated immediately after the
oil-price rise. In 1976-79, public
sector deficits rose to historically
high levelsfor example to 16
percent of GD? in Nigeria in
1978-79 (see box overleaf).

Substantial increases in spend-
ing were largely directed at the
provision of infrastructure and
other basic services. The height-
ened demand for construction
and other goods and services not
readily importable was reflected in
a rise in their relative prices as well
as in general inflation. The real
exchange rate relative to the dollar
(the nominal rate adjusted for the
country's rate of inflation relative
to that in the US) appreciated be-
tween 1972 and 1977for exam-
ple, in Nigeria (50 percent),
Indonesia (70 percent), Gabon (40
percent) and Ecuador (25 percent).
These rises boosted public sector
deficits by raising the costs of
domestic purchases relative to oil
revenues denominated in dollars.
They also adversely affected non-
fuel exports, which fell between
1970 and 1980.

The difficulty of scaling down
expansionary public expenditure
programs and the consequent
public sector and trade deficits led
to an "overshooting" pattern of

adjustment. Contractionary
policies were adopted in Algeria,
Ecuador, Indonesia and Nigeria
in the late 1970s. In the case of
Indonesia these included a 34 per-
cent devaluation of the rupiah in
late 1978. By mid-1980 over half of
the resulting gain in competitive-
ness in manufactured exports and
import substitutes had been
eroded by domestic inflation as
the real exchange rate reverted to
its previous position. In the proc-
ess of adjustment, private invest-
ment stagnated relative to the
dynamic growth of the public sec-
tor. This phenomenon charac-
terized several members of the
group after 1974, as private sav-
ings were diverted to fund public
investment programs.

Public industrial investment
undertaken by oil-producer
governments has tended to favor
large, capital-intensive projects,
frequently in hydrocarbons, but
also in steel, fertilizer and cement.
They involve long lead times; as a
result, incremental capital-output
ratios (the amount of extra invest-
ment needed to produce an extra
unit of output) tended to rise over
the 1970s, despite the shift of the
nonoil economy toward construc-
tion and services, typically rather
labor-intensive activities. In par-
ticular, agriculture is often
neglected, although some pro-
ducers (such as Indonesia) have

Table 6.4 Selected capital-importing oil exporters:
country characteristics

a. 1965-73.

been relatively successful in chan-
neling resources to their rural sec-
tors.

As an anti-inflation measure a
number of oil exporters sub-
sidized domestic prices of
petroleum products. As well as
being a heavy drain on budgets,
subsidies did nothing to en-
courage energy conservation.
Growing domestic oil consump-
tion promises to be a major factor
limiting the growth and, indeed,
the existence of net petroleum
exports.

Outlook

The second round of oil price
increases in 1979 and 1980 caused
the current account balance of the
capital-deficit group to shift from
a deficit of $20 billion in 1978 to a
surplus of $5 billion in 1979.
Although the second oil-price rise
was smaller in percentage terms
than the first, its potential effect
on oil producers may be rather
similar. While the nonoil GDP of
typical oil producers rose by about
40 percent between 1973 and 1978,
the value of exports increased rela-
tive to GDP, and shares of oil in
total exports and public revenues
were higher. For some producers,
the prospective windfall relative
to GDP is therefore comparable.

The medium-term outlook is
bright for the oil-exporting
developing countries, at least as
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Real GDP growth rates
(annual percentage)

Share of
mineral
sector

in GDP
(percentage)

Share of
agriculture in

nonmineral
GDP

(percentage)

Share of
manufacturing

in total
exports

(percentage)

Countr!, 1960-73 1973-77 1976-79 1977 1970 1977 1977

Algeria 3.3 5.3 8.4 30 15 13 1

Ecuador 5.7 7.8 5.3 12 28 23 2

Indonesia 5.3 6.6 6.6 19 50 39 2

Nigeria 5.3 6.5 4.7 28 54 47 1

Trinidad 3.7 4.4 5.5 40 5 5 5

Venezuela 5.4 6.3 5.1 22 9 8 2



Nigeria
In the early 1970s agriculture provided
about 50 percent of GDP. The debt-service
burden was light, and a rapidly develop-
ing oil industry was starting to relieve

far as the international environ-
ment is concerned. Oil revenues
will provide rising foreign
exchange earnings to meet invest-
ment targets. The oil exporters
will also be able to borrow com-
mercially to supplement their
export earnings and to smooth out
the short-term fluctuations in
them. These countries are
expected to remain moderate net
capital importers, borrowing
about ito 2 percent of their GNP in
the 1980s.

The "new exporters"Egypt
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balance of payments pressures and boost
government revenues. GDP increased at
7 percent a year between 1970 and 1973,
considerably more rapidly than in the
1960s.

Higher oil prices transformed the pat-
tern of the economy. By 1972 oil already
constituted 83 percent of Nigerian
exports. The first oil price rise led to a
threefold improvement in Nigeria's terms
of tradea windfall gain equal to about
15 percent of 1974 GDP. Oil's share in
federal government revenues rose from
67 percent in 1973-74 to 78 percent in
1976-77. Total public spending rose from
less than 20 percent of GDP in 1970-73 to
about 35 percent in 1974-77. By 1976-77
the federal budget was in deficit.

Nigeria
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and Mexicohave been greatly
affected by production increases
and the 1979-80 rise in oil prices.
Gains from terms-of-trade im-
provements during 1978-80 were
equivalent to over 6 percent of
Mexican GDP. By 1980 petroleum
represented 45 percent of mer-
chandise exports and 30 percent of
federal revenue. Notwithstanding
this, Mexico's current account
deficit increased by $2 billion (75
percent) between 1978 and 1979.
Petroleum accounted for 18 per-
cent of Egypt's GDP in 1980 and

Government capital spending in-
creased from 2 percent of GDP in 1973-74
to almost 20 percent in 1975-79 (see
figure). Federal, state and local govern-
ments together with public enterprises
accounted for at least 70 percent of total
domestic investment in 1974-77. Current
spending emphasized social services,
notably education. In 1960 the primary
school enrollment rate was 36 percent; by
1976 it had risen to 60 percent and by 1985
primary education is expected to be
almost universal.

Extra demand boosted inflation, and
the exchange rate adjusted for Nigerian
relative to US prices, was allowed to
appreciate (by about 50 percent between
1973 and 1978). This contributed to the
decline in the world market share of
nonoil exports. The world market share of
traditional exports declined by one-third,
while the shares of nontraditional pri-
mary exports and manufactured exports
declined by 44 percent and 71 percent. By
1976 the pressure of increased domestic
absorption of resources led the current
account back into deficit, and the country
started borrowing heavily abroad.

Agricultural output did not rise
appreciably during the 1970s and the
urban-rural income differential rose from
2.6 in 1960 to 4.6 in 1977. People left the
land for the urban areas or to go into
nonfarm rural activities, notably con-
struction.

Despite substantial slow-gestating
investment in infrastructure, Nigerian
GDP grew at an annual rate of 8 percent
during 1974-77. However, the very large
public sector investment program
strained the country's administrative

65 percent of its merchandise
exports.

However, for both new and old
exporters, extraction and develop-
ment policies still require formula-
tion and coordination. Already
Mexico, after two booming years
marked by import expansion at 31
percent a year, has seen its real
exchange rate appreciate as infla-
tion rose to 30 percent in 1980.
Capital inflows, responding to
increased creditworthiness, under-
mined attempts at contractionary
credit policy. As it has in a number

Nigeria
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capacity. This, together with physical bot-
tlenecks in the economy, produced some
projects which were hastily conceived
and resulted in some loss of resources.

Nigeria: government capital
expenditure and current account
balance, 1973-78

1973 74 75 76 77 78

After the 1979-80 increases in oil prices,
the government again raised its capital
spending sharply (current expenditure
less so). Attempts have been made to
encourage investment in agriculture, and
domestic petroleum prices have been
raised. Nigeria's proven oil reserves are
sufficient for only 15 years' production at
current rates. But if domestic consump-
tion goes on rising as rapidly as it did in
the 1970s, it promises to reduce oil exports
in less than 10 years.

of countries, exchange rate
appreciation promises to reduce
incentives for private investment
in manufacturing and to substi-
tute cheap imported capital goods
for domestic labor, so contributing
toward a dualistic pattern of
development. Despite attempts to
control costs through subsidies
and price controls, similar
problems have begun to beset
Egypt.

The experience of a number of
oil exporters suggests that overly
rapid expansion of government

spending on domestic goods and
services is likely to induce real cur-
rency appreciation and lead to the
"crowding out" of the private com-
modity-producing sectors by the
requests of the public sector.
Devaluation cannot long restore
domestic competitiveness with-
out some moderation in domestic
spending. The switching of
demand onto domestic output is
otherwise likely to result mainly in
inflation. Priority should be given
to removing administrative and
other obstacles to the expansion
and modernization of productive
sectors; to rural development; and
to the provision of basic services to
the most needy. Particularly in the
early stages of the "oil boom" care
must be taken to avoid allocating
oil revenues to "prestige" projects,
which barely increase domestic
capacity but drain domestic
resources away from the private
sector over a critical period.

To strike such a balance is not
easy. It requires considerable pru-
dence and foresight in determin-
ing the pace at which oil reserves
should be exploited. And it needs
to be complemented by trade,
foreign borrowing and incentive
policies that will turn each oil
exporter's good fortune into a
basis for sustained and diversified
development.

The capital-surplus oil
exporters

The six capital-surplus oil export-
ersIraq, Kuwait, Libya, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates (UAE)face adjustment
challenges of a different kind. As a
group, they vary considerably.
Kuwait (population 1.3 million)
has a GNP per person over seven
times that of Iraq (population 12.6
million). The lifespan of their oil
reserves ranges from over 100
years (Kuwait) to about 25 years
(Qatar). But they have one key fea-

ture in common. To satisfy their
import requirements, they need
not produce as much oil as they
actually do. They therefore have
to make policy decisions on two
sets of issues:

how large a surplus to pro-
duce, and how to invest revenues;

how to develop their domes-
tic economies so that the benefits
of oil survive its eventual exhaus-
tion.

Production

In 1978, a year when the oil-
exporting countries as a group ran
only a small current account
surplus, the six capital-surplus
countries produced 17.5 millions
of barrels a day (mbd) of oil, and
exported about 96 percent of it.
Their revenues totaled $79 billion,
of which all but a quarter was
spent on imports. In 1980, follow-
ing the 1979-80 oil-price increases,
the capital-surplus countries
appear to have spent only about
half of their total oil revenues. This
surplus margin, varying between
a quarter and a half, represents
what might be termed their discre-
tionary production.

Since the first major oil-price
increases in 1973-74, most of the
capital-surplus exporters have
restrained the growth rate of pro-
duction significantly (Figure 6.1,
overleaf). They have done so for
three reasons: (1) to stretch the
lifespan of their reserves; (2) to
prevent oil prices from weaken-
ing; and (3) because the invested
receipts from their discretionary
production have not appreciated
as much as the price of oil. These
three points are connected, and
together present the group with
difficult policy dilemmas.

By the end of 1980 the external
assets of the capital-surplus coun-
tries totaled about $300 billion.
Roughly half was deposited with
banks in the industrial countries
or in the Eurocurrency markets.
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Figure 6.1 Capital-surplus oil
exporters' oil production, 1968-79
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Nearly all the rest has also been
invested in the industrial coun-
tries, in equities, government
securities, real estate, and so on.
As major investors, the capital-
surplus countries are affected by
developments in the industrial
world. Currency fluctuations, in-
flation and slow growth are all
potentially harmful to their inter-
ests. For most of the 1974-79
period, their real rates of return on
investments were low, perhaps
negative. This experience under-
lined their stake in the health of
the industrial economies; simul-
taneously it demonstrated that
preserving oil can be more valua-
ble than producing it. Striking the
balance between these two con-
siderations is the central produc-
tion issue of the 1980s.

Diversification and development

During the past eight years, the
capital-surplus countries have
made considerable progress in
expanding their economic base.
Their task has not been so easy as
it may at first sight appear. Cer-
tainly they have been spared some
of the constraints on growth that
other countries experience. But
they have faced several difficulties
of their own. With the exceptions
of Iraq and Saudi Arabia, they are

sparsely populated (and many of
their people did not have the skills
and experience needed for rapid
industrialization). All but those
two countries have very unprom-
ising soil and climate for agricul-
ture. And all initially lacked the
adequate infrastructural support
that a major industrialization drive
requires.

The single biggest advantage
enjoyed by the capital-surplus
countries was abundant capital for
investment. Their investment
ratio was already high in 1973; at 40
percent of their nonoil GDP, it
compared with average rates of 26
percent in the middle-income
countries. However, the capital-
surplus group then raised their
investment ratio to an average of
44 percent in 1975-78.

The results of this heavy invest-
ment have been impressive.
Nonoil GDP rose by an estimated
15 percent a year in real terms be-
tween 1973 and 1978. Infrastruc-
ture was developed quickly, turn-
ing shortages of port facilities, for
example, into capacity that should
be ample for years to come.

This rapid development has
spawned new types of problems,
however. The six countries faced
(and still face) a particular dilem-
ma about the internal distribution
of income. Their governments
naturally want all the people to
share in their patrimony and have
been under popular pressure to
ensure that this happens. At the
same time, a simple division of the
oil revenues in the form of transfer
payments would make it hard to
engender the motivation to work
in construction and in newly
established industries. Even
where the ñiotivation existed, the
wages people would expect
(coupled with initially low pro-
ductivity) would make industries
grossly uncompetitive in interna-
tional terms.

Governments have sought to

minimize this tension in two
ways. First, they have sharply in-
creased those types of public
spending that offer citizens
benefits in kind rather than in
cash. These have included more
and better recreation facilities and
subsidized housing. In addition,
the provision of education and
health services has been greatly
expandedwith obvious long-
term benefits for economic
advance. Second, governments
have encouraged foreign immi-
gration so as to provide needed
skills and to moderate the upward
pressure on local wages.

Immigration has certainly
helped to provide most projects
with the necessary manpower, but
it has also created some social
tensions. Incomplete statistics
suggest there were 1.5 million
expatriate workers in the six coun-
tries in 1975; with dependents,
they totaled 3.2 million, compared
with a native population of 20
million. They were least important
in Iraq; in the UAE, by contrast,
there were 1.8 times as many
immigrants as nationals in 1975
and they made up 85 percent of
the UAE workforce. If the six
economies continue to grow as
fast as they did in 1974-78, even
rapidly rising productivity and
increasing participation rates of
nationals in the workforce would
not stop the number of migrants
from reaching twice the 1975 num-
bers in 1985.

The consequences of this in-
crease are mixed. From a purely
economic point of view, the most
obvious drain on the host coun-
tries is the money remitted by
foreign workers. These remit-
tances from the six countries
increased from $1 billion (1973) to
about $5 billion (1979)a major
sum for their home countries, but
a relatively small outflow for the
host countries (less than their offi-
cial aid, for example).



The budgetary implications of a
large immigrant presence have
more important consequences.
Since the six countries' govern-
ments all subsidize food, fuel,
water and electricity, the real cost
of foreign workers is much greater
than their wages.

Largely for these social reasons,
governments may become in-
creasingly reluctant to accept
further rapid increases in
immigration. They are more con-
cerned about boosting domestic
productivity so as to maintain the
pace of economic growth.

Inflation and investment priorities

Despite the easing of manpower
bottlenecks through immigration,
the rapid development of the
1970s increased inflationary
pressures in the capital-surplus
countries. Consumer prices rose
by less than 5 percent a year from
1968 to 1973 and by 12 percent a
year since then. Within the group,
Saudi Arabia had the most rapid
inflationan average of 16 per-
cent a year (1974-79) with peaks
exceeding 30 percent in both 1975
and 1976. Since then, there has
been a marked deceleration.

These figures for consumer
prices do not reflect the nature of
inflation in the six countries.
Growing subsidies have held
down the prices of basic consumer
goods; most important of all, the
inflationary impact of rapid
growth has been concentrated not
on consumer goods but on land
values and construction. Urban
land prices rose dramatically and
buildings were erected with little
regard to cost and ultimate
demand. In the case of the UAE,
this eventually resulted in a col-
lapse of the property market.
Inflation is thus another factor
inducing caution on the part of the
six countries' governments.

The final reason why growth is
now slowing down is that many of

the development goals of the early
1970s have been met. Ports, roads
and telecommunications have
been expanded; administrative
buildings, schools, universities
and hospitals have been built or
are nearing completion. The
emphasis has shifted toward
developing manufacturing indus-
try and the human skills it needs.
Saudi Arabia's current five-year
plan is the most prominent exam-
ple of this new priority. The other
capital-surplus countries are mov-
ing in the same direction.

The choice of industrial projects
is being influenced by the coun-
tries' particular mix of oil, abun-
dant investment capital and scarce
indigenous labor. Their compara-
tive advantage obviously lies in
the various branches of the
petrochemical industry, liquefied
gas plants and aluminum smelt-
ing. These are based on petroleum
and gas, but are also capital in-
tensive and embody advanced
technology. They take time to
establish, as do the complemen-
tary marketing arrangements.
However, one methanol plant had
already gone on stream in Libya in
1978, and a number of other large
petrochemical and gas plants are
being constructed in the region,
especially in Saudi Arabia. An
aluminum smelter has been built
in the UAE; there are steel mills in
Qatar and Iraq, with one planned
for Saudi Arabia.

A shortage of domestic skills
has meant that many of these big
projects rely on expatriate techni-
cal and managerial staff. A second
group of new industries is smaller
in scale and more labor intensive
and uses less complicated technol-
ogy. Examples include metal
engineering, building materials
and electrical industries. They are
providing opportunities for do-
mestic entrepreneurs, and are
geared more heavily to local
markets. The growth and spread

of these industries during the
1980s will be a significant indicator
of the six countries' success in pre-
paring themselves for an oil-less
future.

Oil-exporting countries' prospects

The patterns of development in
the oil-exporting countries sug-
gest that the 1980s will differ from
the 1970s in several important
respects.

As Chapter 4 demonstrated,
oil prices are likely to continue ris-
ing in real terms during the next 10
years. For a period of about three
years in the mid-1970s, the oil
exporters accepted both falling
real oil prices and negative real
returns on their financial assets.
That combination is unlikely to
happen again. The capital-surplus
producers are gearing their oil
output to suit their domestic
priorities more than they once
did, and these priorities suggest
that production will be kept closer
to desired levels.

Oil-exporting countries are
going to shift an increasing pro-
portion of their production to
domestic consumption. The oil-
exporting developing countries in
particular are increasing the inten-
siveness of their energy use as
they industrialize and urbanize.
They will therefore moderate the
growth in their oil exports (and in
some cases may actually start
reducing exports before the end of
the decade).

The surge in migrant workers'
remittances that characterized the
mid-1970s is unlikely to be re-
peated on that scale. The capital-
surplus countries are taking a less
favorable view of immigration; the
labor-intensive phase of their
development (notably construc-
tion projects) is becoming less sig-
nificant. Chapter 5 projects some
increase in remittances during the
1980s, but at less than half the rate
of the past seven years.
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Nonmarket industrial economies: the "intensive strategy"

The nonmarket industrial econ-
omies,1 having long appeared
relatively insulated from changes
in the world economy, were also
profoundly affected by the events
of the 1970s. The rise in oil prices
drew these countries into tighter
interdependence, with the Soviet
Union supplying the other five
with oil well below international
prices. At the same time, all their
external convertible currency
accounts were deteriorating
rapidly. Their combined trade
deficit with the industrial market
economies grew from about $1
billion in 1971 to $12 billion in 1975
but increased more slowly
thereafter as the pace of their
economic growth fell off.
However, due to rapidly rising
interest payments, current deficits
continued to grow throughout the
decade, particularly for the
smaller countries.

With the exception of the Soviet
Union, the nonmarket countries
have been experiencing many of
the same problems as the semi-
industrial countries. Economic
growth declined slightly in the
1970s but continued to be higher
than in the industrial countries
despite mounting external deficits
and growing imbalance between
energy consumption and domes-
tic energy supply. Heavy borrow-
ing more than doubled the
amount of outstanding converti-
ble currency debt between 1975
and 1979, to around $65 billion. By
1980 the debt-service ratio based
on convertible currency transac-

1. For the purposes of this Report, the USSR,
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the German
Democratic Republic, Hungary and
Poland.
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tions varied from 18 percent for
the USSR to 95 percent for Poland.

While there are considerable
differences between countries in
this group, the pace of future
economic growth in most
depends heavily on their adjust-
ing to higher energy costs,
improving their agricultural per-
formance and expanding their
export capacity, particularly of
manufactured products.

A changing strategy

For nearly 30 years after the
second world war, most of the
nonmarket countries pursued a
development strategy they desig-
nated "extensive development."
Based on high levels of invest-
ment, principally in heavy indus-
try, this strategy was successful in
producing rapid output growth
and satisfying the essential needs
of large parts of the population. It
was less successful in promoting
economic adjustment to a chang-
ing world economic environment.
As a result, "extensive develop-
ment" gradually exhausted its
capacity for rapid growth and
welfare improvements.

Until the mid-1970s, economic
growth was due to increases in
both capital and labor inputs, and
rising productivity. During the
1970s, however, labor force
growth declined. Productivity
gains slowed down because of the
low technical efficiency of much
of the capital stock. Squeezed con-
sumption, and a continuing
emphasis on producing inter-
mediate and capital goods at the
expense of consumer goods,
depressed individual incentives.
Without some reduction of the

investment rate and determined
efforts to expand and improve
incentives by increasing the sup-
ply of consumer goods, it became
impossible to reverse declining
productivity growth.

Furthermore, agricultural out-
put grew slowly while demand for
high-value food products acceler-
ated. The combination produced a
sharp decline in food exports or
rapidly rising food imports, at a
time when manufactured exports
were falling. In the case of the
USSR, food imports rose from vir-
tually nil during the 1960s to about
one-quarter of all convertible cur-
rency imports during the late
1970s.

Today, most of the nonmarket
countries describe themselves as
shifting to a strategy of "intensive
development," emphasizing in-
creased efficiency and improve-
ments in product quality. They
aim to modernize the capital stock
and boost labor productivity. The
former implies heavy imports of
technology, the latter requires
increased consumption and a
growing allocation of resources to
the production of consumer
goods.

If this strategy is to be success-
ful, the nonmarket countries will
have to develop closer ties with
the industrial countries, resulting
initially in increased trade deficits
and more borrowing. Eventually,
they expect exports to rise and
dependence on food imports to
decline. This will require them to
produce a broad mix of competi-
tive exports and to achieve a divi-
sion of labor complementary to
that of the industrial economies.
Some of the nonmarket countries
(Hungary, for example) have



already gone a considerable way
down this road; others are finding
the journey more difficult.

There are two areas in particular
where major adjustments have to
be made: energy and manufac-
tured exports.

Energy

In contrast to the industrial coun-
tries, the nonmarket countries
increased the energy intensity of
their output during the 1970s; they
now have an overall energy inten-
sity more than twice that of OECD
countries. This is the result both of
a different composition of GNP
and of widespread inefficiency in
energy use. The Soviet Union has
provided the smaller countries
with subsidized petroleum, which
has been allocated according to
centrally determined physical
output targets, without regard to
scarcity value. And central control
over aggregate demand resulted
in the nonmarket countries' main-
taining relatively rapid growth in
the face of higher world energy
costs and mounting balance-of-
payments problems.

Most of the nonmarket coun-
tries suffered declining energy
self-sufficiency during the 1970s.
Only in the Soviet Union did the
growth rate of primary energy
production consistently exceed
that of consumption. Energy
(mostly crude oil and derivatives
but recently natural gas and
electricity as well) increasingly
became the USSR's major export
to the industrial countries, pro-
ducing more than two-thirds of
convertible currency earnings by
the late 1970s. The USSR exported
a similar quantity of energy to the
smaller nonmarket countries,
supplying about three-quarters of
their imported energy needs.

The Soviet Union's petroleum
output is unlikely to grow so fast
in the 1980sindeed targets have
already been reduced below those

achieved in the recent past, and
further cutbacks are likely. The
future exportable surplus of
natural gas is even more uncer-
tain. Its size will depend on the
USSR's being able to acquire the
advanced technology needed to
develop its gas resources, and on
potential customers in western
Europe being willing to finance its
production and pipelines. The
USSR would of course benefit
from the convertible currency and
higher prices it could obtain by
selling to the industrial countries.
But given the already critical
energy shortages in several of its
nonmarket neighbors, it may be
obliged to sell a large proportion
of its exportable gas to them.

Manufactured exports

The prospects for manufactured
exports will be determined by
three factors:

how quickly the "intensive"
development strategy succeeds in
producing high-quality, price-
competitive manufactured
exports;

the willingness of the USSR to
continue the present pattern of
subsidized energy supplies and
other raw materials to the smaller
nonmarket countries, thereby sav-
ing them the need to pay for such
imports by increased manufac-
tured exports;

the maintenance of credit-
worthiness of the nonmarket
countries, so that they can borrow
to pay for imported capital goods
from the industrial countries.

Large existing debt (and its
unfavorable term structure)
means that some face poor debt
prospects, even under the best of
circumstanceS. The private mar-
ket's risk assessment presupposes
a de facto cross-guarantee among
the nonmarket countries. If that
supposition were to be altered,
the outlook for individual coun-
tries would rapidly deteriorate.

The success of nonmarket coun-
tries in exporting to the industrial
countries is further complicated
by the fact that competition from
the semi-industrial developing
countries will be intense
(especially if industrial countries'
economies are sluggish). Even if
the nonmarket countries establish
technological and marketing
advantages, they may have
difficulty competing; at present
wage levels, the semi-industrial
countries enjoy significant cost
advantages.

The nonmarket countries
therefore face two difficult
challenges in the 1980s. They have
to adjust their development
strategy to new internal and exter-
nal constraints; and more
specifically, they have to adjust to
rapidly rising energy costs. Both
adjustments are already overdue.
If they are delayed any longer,
growth is likely to be increasingly
constrained. Some experts believe
that the nonmarket countries will
grow less rapidly than the 3.7 to
3.9 percent a year projected in
Chapter 2.

Relations with developing
countries

The nonmarket countries' trade
and aid links are highly concen-
trated on a few socialist countries
in the developing world (notably
Cuba and Viet Nam). In the past,
however, they have had close ties
with certain other countriesfor
example, Egypt and Somalia. And
the USSR continues to have sig-
nificant trade and aid programs
with India.

Given the difficult external posi-
tion of most nonmarket countries,
they are unlikely to become siz-
able markets for the manufactured
exports of developing countries.
Another barrier to trade is the
absence of institutions providing
capital to finance it. Neither
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national banking institutions in
the nonmarket countries nor the
common banks of the Council of
Mutual Economic Assistance (for-
merly "Comecon") provide
medium- or long-term credits to
developing countries on a signifi-
cant scale. Those provided
typically take the form of financ-
ing specific equipment or turnkey
facilities and often incorporate
"buy-back" agreements. These
restrictive conditions have limited
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the scale of commercial and semi-
commercial financing in the past
and will continue to do so.

Two countries, Cuba and Viet
Nam, receive 96 percent of all
financial assistance from the non-
market countries. Excluding aid to
Cuba and Viet Nam, aid as a share
of the nonmarket countries' GNP
is estimated at 0.02 percent for
recent years. These countries do
not consider that the United
Nations 0.70 percent aid target

applies to them.
Other aid donorsand

increasingly the developing coun-
tries alsoare calling for more
assistance from the nonmarket
countries in worldwide develop-
ment efforts. But on present
prospects, they are unlikely to
change the basic conditions pre-
vailing in their commercial and aid
transactions.


